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one of the goals in teaching reading is the develop-
ment of independent reading habits. Effective phonetic 
analysis may aid the child in attacking unfamiliar words. 
Today educators agree that phonics is an important part of 
the reading curriculum, but often disagree on the method of 
presenting the phonic program. 
"To be a good reader, a child must be able to sound 
new words. A child may increase his vocabulary by sight 
methods but sooner or later he will have to attack new words 
by himself." 1 
This study is an attempt to determine the effectiveness 
of a planned program in Which ten blends and z are intro-
duced through stories. Words within the speaking vocabulary, I 
and not included in the basal readers at first grade level, 
are practiced. 
!/Edward W. Dolch, Teaching Primary Rea dins, The Garrard 
~ress, Champaign, Illinois, 1941, p. 240. 
• 
CHAP!'ER I 
Sill/IMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
The research will be concerned with the following 
aspects of the pr qsram: 
1. Definitions and implications of phonetic 
analysis 
2. Phonics instruction 






Definitions and Implications of Phonetic Analysis 
Hildreth1 describes the threefold task of word study 
for pupils in the prirr,acy grades as the following: 
"1· To learn a stocl{ of com.non words, their 
forms, meaning and pronunciation 
2. To learn to infer word meanings in context 
in conjunction vv:i.th other clues 
3. To learn to use sounding faJ:> clues to word 
meaning in reading." 
Petts2 defines two approaches to word analysis: 
phonetic-analysis, commonly called phonics .. and structural. 
The phonetic analysis emphasizes the relationships between 
letters and their sounds while structural analysis stresses 
meaning and pronunciation of units of words as syllables, 
prefixes, suffixes, ani roots. 
3 Gray suggests phonetic analysis is the process of 
associating the correct sound with the matching form. He 
says to use phonetic analysis, the child must be able to 
identify the sounds that are used in our languas;e and he 
must be able to identify the symbols that represent these 
sounds. Gecaus e of the fact tb..a t there are many ;-core 
sounds in our language than letter symbols, it is necessary 
!/Gertrude Hildreth, Teaching Reading, New YOJ:>k, Henry 
Holt ,:c ComJ;S.ny, 1958, p. 314. 
2/Ermnett A· Betts, rt·word Analysis:Phonics 11 , The A·B.c. 
Languace Arts Bulletin II, 1949, P• 1. 
3/Vfilliam s. Gray, On Their OVm in Reading, Scott 
Foresman & Company,Chicago, Illinois, 1941, p. 88. 
2 
that we develop a knowledge of phonetic elements and a 
knowledge of how they work in spoken and written wards 
rather than to teach that a particular letter or group 
of letters makes a particular sound. 
The Dictionary of Education1 defines word analysis 
as a process composed of two parts: 
11 1. The act or process of breaking up words 
into visual or phonetic elements for the 
purpose of blmding these words into 
wholes 
2. The act or process of analyzing the 
likenesses and differences among words, 
both as to form and meaning.rr 
Da.ws on and Bam.man2 offer a more detailed explanation 
of phonetic analysis: 
"Phonetic analysis is the process of 
associating appropriate sounds v;ith printed 
words. To develop a know ledge of phonetic 
elements, the child must be able to identify 
sounds v1hich are used in our language, and 
further to identify the symbols which we use 
to represent those sounds--the understanding 
of phonetic principles is extremely complex. 
Taken individually, the sounds and symbols 
have no rreaning. In combim.tion, they may 
lead to the pronunciation of a word 
which is familiar, if the 
ycarter Gard, Edit or, Diet ionary of__!:duca t ion, ;.~cGraw­
Hill Book Coml.;any, Nevv York, 1945, P• 23. 
2 l;'tildred A· Dawson and Henry A. Bamman, Fundamentals ~t:._;~:.asic .B_~_din_<3_ _ _1:ns tructi on, =--ongmans, Greeiia-nd--
Company, New York, 1959, p. 104. 
3 
pronunciation is accu·r~te. There are about forty-
five sound units or phon~mes in the English language 
as it is spoken by the American people; but we have 
only twenty-six letters in our alphabet to represent 
these sound units. Obviously several of the letters 
of the alphabet have var:tant sounds and it is because 
of this circumstance that phonetic analysis is a com-
plex process." 
In planning a word analysis program Betts 1 warns that 
we must remember to keep our goals simple. He believes 
that the goals of phonetic analysis instruction must be 
"simple but adequate" because a complex study of phonograms 
would only "confuse the young learner." 
The teaching of visusl and auditory discrimination, 
important abilities in word analysis, has been found to be 
a necessary pa.rt of reading instruction programs. Durrell2 
says this training 
"· .. should be provided before the child tries 
to establish a sight vocabula~. A child who does 
not have the perceptual background simply becomes 
confused in ti"'Jing to acquire a sight vocabulary 
of seventy-five words, which is the usual pres-
cription." 
He suggests the mastery of reading a phonetic language 
depends upon the following stages of development of visual 
and auditory perception of words: 
1/ Op. cit. , p. 1. 
2/Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, World 
5ook Company, New York, 1956, P· 228. 
4 
11 1. Hearing sounds in words 
2. Seeins differences in printed symbols 
3· Learning letter sounds 
4. Analyzi lJfJ; words by applying phonics 
5. Using context clues 
6. Developing phonic ability and a homophone 
sense 
7. Developing a higher level of phonic 
ability 
s. Translatingwords into ideas." 
Durrelll assures us that "a complete mastery of each 
stage is not required before the introduction of Ja ter 
steges, 11 and that "word-analysis teaching is needed at 
every stage of reading instruction. rr 
According to Dolch2 the principle of "look a like, 
sound alike" ~-s very useful and children should be helped 
to discover it. This habit of visual analysis helps both 
sieht recognition ani sounding attacks. 
As early as 1932, Monroe 3 concluded that poor sound 
discrimination may offer a confusing factor in the 
formation of associ2.tions between words and their visual 
symbols. 
1/0p__~- eft •, PP• 226-227 • 
2/Edward v,. Dolch, Teaching Primary Rea din~, Garrard Press, 
1'940, P• 220. 
3/Earion !vlonroe, Children Yiho Cannot Head, University of 
Chicago Press, 19~ PP• 93-98. ________ _ 
5 
~ildreth1 recom~ends phonics as a techni~ue, not a 
short cut or a complete m:ethcxi of learning to read. She 
suggests that sequential developmental steps in learning 
to read are as follows: 
11 1. Oral speech in normal conversation developed 
to a satisfactory stage: talkiD-6 about 
things, telling stories, relatine; little 
happenings 
2. 1 Talking 1 to pictures, 1 res. ding pictures 1 
3· Gral reading of sirnple meaningful sentences 
4. Checking on v: ords in the first ora 1 reading 
so that a substantial sight vocabulary will 
be acquired 
5. Sounding word elements V>hile examining 
whole words visually and practicing soundine; 
on context reading. rt 
Staiger2 emphasizes the need of phonics as a 
necessai•y part of the priv''!S.ry reading program because 
it is a necessary tool for the child who is faced vii th 
the formidable task of translating symbols into his 
language; but, alone, it is inadequate because of the 
great number of non-phonetic words in our language. 
Staiger further states that any 
1/Gertrude Hildreth, nThe Hole of Pronouncing and 
Sounding in Learning to head," Elementary. ~chc>al_~_ournal, 
November, 1954· 
2/Ralph Staiger, "Meaning Clues to \"!ord Perception," 
Education, 75:578-581, rday, 1955· 
6 
system of phonics teaching which excludes the other word 
recognition clues deprives the pupil of needed im,:>ortant 
additional tools. 
From their experin:ent8.l study in the value of phonics 
in the primary grades, Garrison and Heard1 concluded that: 
"Training in phonetics makes children more 
indepenqent in the pronunciation of words. In 
teachin_-:; children to read in the early part of 
the prinBry grades, first, and perhaps second, 
bright children seem to be helped more by training 
in phonetics than are dull. For all children, 
phonetic training seems to be more effective in 
the latter part of the primary grades .....• 
Children who have had training in phonetics have 
some advantD.ge in learning to spell. 11 
Phonic Instruction 
Bond and Tinker2 state: 
"It is small wonder that reading instruction 
has progressed through a series of methods from 
the spelling approach of the Blue-?ack Speller 
days to the whole word approach of the <~:uincy 
ltethod, to tte phonetic empbasis at the Bee.con 
and J-ordon systems, to the sentence or context 
emphasis, to the modern composite methods which 
employ context, V'/.Qole word, phonetic, and struc-
tural analysis as aids to word identification- 11 
Today much interest is displayed toward the teaching 
of phonics but, a.s the following history of experimental 
studies will indicate, this is not a new concept in reading, 
1/Garris on and Heard, "An Experirne ntal Study of the Value 
of Phonetics," Pee.body Journal of_Education, July, 1931. 
2/Guy Bond a n:1 :flile s A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties; Their 
Diagnosis and Correction, Ap_t=:leton-C-entury:.:croft,-New York, 
19 57 ' ..!:- • 2 62 • 
7 
but a new empbf>,sis on some parts of' older ideas. The 
nature and amount of phonetic instruction seem to have been 
a much debatable question. 
In 1830, some educators began children reading as so on 
as they had some knowledge of the shape and sound of 
letters,instead of the former method of learning to spell 
and concentrating on single letters until this knowledge 
of isolated letters was perfect. By 1890 phonics had be-
come very popular until 1930, when phonics fell into dis-
repute where it remained for about twenty years. 
As the vvords in the child 1 s sicht vocabulary increase, 
he must be provided with a program of phonics vvb. ich in-
eludes analysis, auditory and visual perception, and 
context clues. Research shows that any materials used for 
instructiona_l purposes should be meaningful to the children. 
The words used mould be within the children's speaking 
vocabulary. In support of this practice, Hildreth1states: 
ttrf sounding is always done within real 
words of interest to the child, words already 
in his speaking vocabulary, he is more likely 
to use his sounding skill functionally in '3.ctual 
reading. If any words used for drill are not 
within the speaking vocabulary of the child, he 
will have extra difficulty in learning the sound-
ing techniques. " 
!/Gertrude Hildreth, "The Role of Pronouncing and Sounding 
I'n Lear·ning to Read," Educational Digest, February, 1955, 
P• 49. 
8 
Hester,l after analyzing the word recognition ability 
of one hundred and thirty pupils b elovr third grade level, 
cone luded that while configuration clues and context clues 
are essential for good reading, fa:t lure to teach the 
child the sounds of letters wi 11 leave him unable to 
attack new words independently when the other methods 
fail. 
~.~urphy2 analyzed the auditory and vi sua 1 discrimi-
nation in beginning readins during a six weeks experiment. 
She found. that the relative order of difficult;,.- in develon-
ing phonetic skills was that of initial sounds, initial 
blends, rh·mes, arrl final ccnsonants. 
:.'urphy als 0 showed t·ha t: 
"The effectiveness of the exercises far> 
developing auditory and visual percept ion was 
in relation to the need· Low 6roups given 
specific training showed much more increase 
in reading achievement over matched children 
in the control :J;roup than did children whose 
aUditory and visual test scores we:r·e medium 
or high." 
1/Kathleen B. Eester, "A Study of Phonetic Difficulties 
Tn Reading," Elementary School Journal, 43:171-173, 
~·ovember, 1942. 
2/Helen A. Murphy, "An Evaluation of the Effect of 
Specific Training in Auditory and Visual Dis c.:ii>imina tion 
in Beginning Reading," Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, 
Boston University ;;)chool of Educe.tion, 1943. 
9 
that: 
After completing her experiments, Murphy reported 
"All experimental groups showed significant 
increases as compared to the control group in 
rate-of-learning test scores ••• and they were 
superior to the control group in reading achieve-
ment as a result of s~cific training in auditory 
and visual discPimination in beginning reading." 
l?ecause there are definite groups of words and 
sylls.bles in our English language which belong in definite 
1 
phonetic categories, Hanna and Moore report that 11 the 
child should gradually be developing a sense of the 
probable letter or letters to be used in representing the 
speech sounds as they occur in words belonging to such 
group patterns." 
One of the best methods of assisting pupils in their 
acquisition of a res. ding knowledge of words, according to 
Gates2 , is to teach tlo...em to work out the pronunciation of 
words by identifying and blending phonetic elements. If 
the children can learn to make such phonetic identifications 
and translations skillfully, Gates contents that they will 
have a good method of mastering many unfamiliar words. 
!/Paul R· Panna and James T. Moore, "Spelling from Spoken 
Word to \\Jritten Symbol," Elementary School Journal,LIII, 
February, 1955, PP• 329-337. 
2/Arthur I· '}ates, The Improvement of Reading_, The MacMillan 
Company, New ~ork, 1947, PP• 195-196. 
10 
White and Hanthorn1 , in their 1930 study, stated the 
follo\vin; principles as to the a111ount and type of phonetics 
presented: 
11 1. Children differ in their need for phonetic 
training. 
2. Some children do learn to ree.d with little 
phonetic tre ining while some other profit 
from phonics and need much training to be 
independent readers. 
3· The amount of phonics taught should be in 
accordance with the needs of the child. 
4· Early training in phonics should be simple 
and familiar. 
5· Phonic lessons _should be conducted separately 
from the reading lesson." 
nMuch of the contention about phonics seems to be 
2 
about how phonics should be taught, 11 says Harrington. 
"···there is a need of training in auditory 
and visual discrimination there appears to be no 
doubt ••• however, there is sti 11 division among 
people in the field of reading today, whether 
phonics should be taught at all; how much it 
should be stressed, arrl in what me.nner it should 
be taught, are still matters for argument." 
1/r.largaret L. White and Alice Hanthorn, 'l,eachers' Manual 
for Do and Learn Ree.ders, American Book--c-ompany-; New 
Yo m-;-rg~ -
2/Sister Mary James Harrington, S·C·L·, "~he Relationship 
of Certain Won Analysis Abilities to the heading Achieve-
ment of Second Grade Children," Unpublished Doctora 1 
Dissertation, Boston University School of Education, 
1953, P• 59. 
11 
Witty and Sizemorel reviewed the available research 
studies pertaining to the use of phonetics in reading pro-
grams and concluded that "the nature and a mount of phonetic 
instruction to be given is still a debatable question." 
After a study of teac~~rs' views on phonics, Russell2 
concluded tbat most teachers believe in phonics as part of 
a well-balanced reading program. He fourrl that they use a 
combination of sight recognition, context clues, phonics, 
and structural analysis rather than any one exclusively. 
Hanna and Tv:oore3 emphatically concur that "some time 
should be set aside during the school day for a concentrated 
attack on the business of learning to translate sounds into 
written symbols." 
Bradley4 also stresses the need of meaningful practice 
in her study of second grade reading exercises j_n word re-
cognition. 
1/Paul A. Witty and Robert A. Sizemore, "Phonics in the 
Reading Program, 11 Elementary E-nglish, xxxn::r, October, 1955· 
2/Da vid Rus se 11, "Teachers' View on Phonics, 11 Elementary 
English, XXXII:371-375, October, 1955. 
3/Hanna an:l Moore, op. cit., p. 329. 
4/~tary A· Bradley, "The Construction and Evaluation of 
Exercises for Providing Meaningful Practice in Second 
Grade Reading," Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston 
University School of Education, 1957, p. 102. 
12 
YcKee 1 expresses his approval of tirr.e allotments for 
the phonics program because: 
11A knowledge of the important phonetic 
elements am phonetic principles is so essential 
to any person's economic identification andre-
cognition of printed words that the important 
problem is not that of deciding whether or not 
phonetic analysis should be taught. It is rather 
the problem of deciding what phonetic elements 
should "fbe taught am of helping the child t 0 apply 
his knowledge of phonics to the skillful analysis 
of words and of teaching the pupil to use phonetic 
analysis economically --not alone--but in conjunction 
with the use of the context." 
2 Russell reports that in preparation for more advanced 
systematic amlysis of words: 
tt ••• children need bacl~ground experiences, an 
adequate speaking vocabulary and sight vocabulary, 
and many chances to hear rhymes and other word 
sounds before they are ready for the more s ys tern-
a tic analysis of words." 
Durrell3 finds value in beginning the phonetic 
training as soon as the child can identify separate sounds 
in words and he knows the forms and names of the letters. 
This trainir.g can begin with a single letter or a group of 
letters, even before all of the names and sourds of the 
other letters have been learned. The important point is 
!/Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading in the_Elementar{ 
School, Roughton Mifflin Company, New York, 1948, p. 2 2. 
2/David R· Russell, Children Learn to Read, Ginn and company, 
Boston, 1949, p. 213. 
3/Durrell, op. cit., p. 224. 
13 
th~::tt it is not a 11!1lental age of seven" but e.n adequate 
perceptual background that makes phonics effective for the 
learner. 
Cordts 1 su:tnm3.rized her report on the place and value 
of phonics in the school program in this manner: 
"If your pupils of average ability have 
not achieved independence in reading by the time 1 
they ba ve reached the fourth grade, it is time II 
to invest, not in bigger and better remedial II 
classes, but in a more effective phonetic program. 
YJhen their phonics function in reading improves, 1 
children learn to help themselves. There is I 
meaning in ¥.hat they are doing and learning is 
fun. They will then keep right on forging ahead 
from level to level, gaining in power as they· go; 
and nothing can stop them. Thus, independence in 
reading is achieved." 
But, as EiJd reth2points out: 
"If any words used for drill are not within 
the speaking vocabulary of the child, he will have 
extra difficulty in learning the sounding tech-
nique. rt 
This sounding technique to be effective must include 
words which appeal to the child's interest and tend to 
increase his desire for personal achievement, because as 
1/Anna D· CC!I:' dts, "And It's All Known as Phonics, rr 
Elementary bnglis~, 32:376-379, October, 1955. 





Hildreth1 notes: "If sounding is always done within real 
words of interest to the child, words already in his 
speak::_ng vocabulary, he is more likely to use his sounding 
skill functions. lly in a ctua 1 reading." 
Fancey, Hogan, and Lane 2 evaluated a planned program 
of word analysis in grade two, including lessons in phonics 
with both auditory and visua~- perception. They concluded 
that the material they used was effective in improving 
phonics, in icproving spelling, and in favorably affecting 
the reading achievements of their children. 
Petty3 tried to find the relationship between a per-
sistence of the difficulty and the presence of specific 
phonetic elements in a selected list of difficult spelling 
words. His findings indicate that each word must be 
learned as an individual problem and that the representation 
of indi vidua 1 sounds failed to show a specific relation-
ship to the persistence of spelling difficulty of some 
1/Ibid ·, P• 50 
2/Mildred R. Fancey, Anna. ~·~I· Hogan, and Margaret C. Lane, 
-rrEvaluation of a Planned Program of V:ord Analysis in Grade 
TWo," Unpublished Thesis, Boston "University, 1958. 
3;\'ialter T. Petty, rrAn Are lysis of Certain Phonetic Elements 
in a Selected list of Persistently Difficult Spelling Words," 
Elem~tary Sch~.£~ Journal, Vol. 28, Eay, 1927, pp. 690-701. 
15 
words presented in his two fifty-word tests given in 
eighteen midwestern school systems. 
The Newark Bxr;e riment shcmed that phonics functioned 
very little in the first five months of the first grade. 
They were of s orre value in the second five months, and of 
1 
more value in the second grade.-
Bond and Tin.tcer2 speak of five types of "balance" 
that must be nnintained in an effective phonics program 
in order to teach the child the word-recognition tech-
niques necessary to enable him to recognize previously 
learned words and to identify new ones visually or 
phonetically: 
11 1. A balance between the este.blishment of 
word recognition techniques and the de-
velopment of meaning vocabulary must be 
!P.aintained so that the child does not 
become a word-caller. 
1/E. K· Sexton and A· Eerror, "The Newark Phonics 
Ex~ riment," Elementary School Journal, Vol. 28, May, 
1927, PP• 690-701. 
2/Guy Borrl and Miles A· Tinker, Reading Difficulties: Their 
Diagnosis and Correction, Appleton-Century-Crofts, l'Tew 
York ,1957 ,--PP• 263-264." 
16 
2. A balance must be achieved between the 
acquisition of Eight vocabulary and 
the establishment of word-recognition 
skills. 
3. A balance must be made between the 
meaning clues and the analytical aids. 
4. A balance between the ana ly·tical tech-
niques must be maintained. If too much 
emphasis is p J.a ced on phonetic training, 
the child may fail to develop the ability 
to use larger eJ.ements in recognizing 
words. If too much emphasis is placed 
on larger structural and visual elements, 
the child may not have skill in using 
smller elements or letter sounds s'uf.fi-
ciently developed to enable him to 
recognize unusual words that require 
sound. ing. 
5. A balance must be achieved between the 
emphasis placed on l-rnonledge of word 
parts and the orderly inspection of 
words along the line of print from left 
to right and from tbe beginning of t be 
word to the end. 11 
17 
Gates ar:d Russell1 in 1938 studied the effect of 
varying amounts of phonics on reading and spe llinr; in the 
pri,nary grades and found that a group of children receiving 
a moderate amount of informal phonetics was superior to those 
groups receiving large amounts of co nventiona 1 phonetics or 
a very small amount of phonetics. These findings were based 
on the scores of the three groups tested in the experiment. 
2 . 
Junkins found definite evidence that the ability to see 
lil{enesses and differences in word forms imrroved by specific 
teaching. It W8 s also found that instruction and practice 
in visual discrimination improved the rate of learning of 
new words. 
currier and Duguid3 after conducting an extensive study 
concluded that few children benefit from r:t~o:1ics; therefore, 
daily drills in phonics were not essential in the primary 
grades. 
1/Arthur Gates and D· ::f. Russell, "Types of Materials, 
vocabulary Burden, Word Analysis, and Other :8\,_ctors in 
Beginning Reading," EJementa:?i School Journal,39:27-35, 
September, 1938 and 39:119-1 5, October, 1938. 
2/K• 1·.C· Junkins, The Construction and Evalus.tion of 
Exercises for Developing Visua I Discrimination, Boston 
University, 1940. 
3/Lillian Currier and Olive Duguid, "Phonics or 11'0 Phonics, 11 
Ele~~nt~!! School Journal, December, 1916, pp. 286-287. 
18 
Later on Sexton and Herror1 questioned this nesative 
point of view after conducting an investigation of the 
progress of several hundred children through the first 
grade and tbe first semester of the second grade. As a 
result of this study, it was concluded that instruction 
in phonics regan to be of sone value in the last half of 
the f:ir st grade but was of great value during the first 
half of the second grade. 
Agnew2 compared the results of varying amounts of 
carefully matched groups of third grade children. One of 
the groups consisted of pupi~ who had had comparatively 
little phonic experience through grades one through three. 
These children were tested and the results compared with 
the sa~res of a matched and paired group of children 
who had received s mstantial and constant amounts of 
phonic experiences tr.ll'ou gh grades one through three. 
This data shewed that for the groups tested, phonics in-
creased skill in word recognition, aided the children in 
learning new words, improved accuracy in oral reading, 
althoug):l. made it a little slower, and aided children in 
word pronunciation. 
!/Elmer K· Sexton a n:l John S. H error, "The Newark Phonics 
Experiment," Elementary School Journal, Vol. 28, May, 1928, 
PP• 690-701. 
2/Donald C .Agnew, "The Effect of Varied Amounts of Phonetic 
Training on Prilrary Reading," Duke Uhiversi ty Research 
Studies in Educatioh, No. 5, Durham, Nortbllfarolina:Duke 
University Press, 1939, p. 44. 
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Agnew1 concluded that a number of objections to a 
phonics program have been exaggerated. He stated that no 
evidence has been found to verify the theory that phonetic 
analysis tends to sacrifice interest in content of the 
reading, results in the :re glect of context clues, results 
in unnecessarily laborious recognition of unfamiliar words, 
or that it appears to be unnecessary because its advan-
tages might be obtained without formal training. 
Spache2 found that phonics teaching gave superior 
results in developing the abilities to recognize words 
s.nd comprehend raragraphs. He also found that the 
children taught by the phonetic method acquired the habit 
of centerir:g their attention upon the smaller details of 
words, especially one and two -letter phonetic elements. 
On the basis of this study, he formuJ.ated the following 
principles for teachirg phonics so that it will be of 
value: 
11 1. Phonetic training should begin with an 
analysis of the w;ol:'dsin the child's 
sight vocabulary. 
2. A separate period for teaching :t-:.honetic 
analysis should be set aside· 
!/Donald c. Agnew, Bffect of Varied Amount of Phonetic 
Tr~ining in Primary Reading, DUke University Press, 1937, 
PP• 7-8. 
2/Geal:'ge Sr:a che, 11A Phonic Manual for Prir;;ary and Remedial 
Teachers, tt The Elementary English Review, SVI, April, 
1939, PP• 147-14-9. 
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3· The easier sounds such as 11 m" and "s" should 
be taught before attempting the more difficult 
ones of "pn and "b". 
4. Phonetic instruction should be suited to needs 
of children. 
5· A definite system of phonics should be adopted· 
6. Words in phonics lessons should be related to 
those in the reading pr> ogram. 
7. In all phonetic tra. ining deal with words as 
wholes and not as p:irts.'' 
A list of the product of desirous phonetic develop-
ment is presented by Gun:iersonl: 
11 1. Know ledge of a number of phonetic elements 
2. use in actual reading situations 
3· Eabi t of seeing wOrds as units 
4· Habit of attack:i_ng unknown words arrl dis-
covering them independently." 
Murphy and Junkins2 did an evaluation of the effective-
ness of a for:rmlized program in auditory end in visual 
!/Agnes Gunderson, "Simplified Phonics ,a Elerrentary 
School Journal, Vol. 39, April, 1939, pp. 593-603. 
2/Helen A. Murphy and Kathryn I\1· Junkins, 11 Increasing 
The Rate of Learning in First Grade Reading," Education 
62:37-39, September, 1941. 
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discrirr:.ina tion in first grade reading, after experimenting 
with three groups of first grade children beginning reading 
instructions for instructional periods of thirty lessons. 
The experir::ental auditory group received a special 
thirty-lesson instruction in auditory discrimination; the 
experimental visual group received a s:pecialthirty-lesson 
instruction in visual discrimination, while the control 
group received the regular classroom instruction. After 
testing these groups by means of the Detroit Word Recog-
nition Test, statistically significant differences were 
found in gains of the auditory and of the visual experi-
mental groups on the Detroit Word iiecognition ·rest. After 
the training pericxi the retention rate for the two experi-
mental c;roups had doubled, while the score of the control 
group increased at the same time only slightly. 
Smith 1 , in 1943, after extensive research, concluded 
that many cases of reading disability may be traced to de-
ficiencies in word recognition and sound analysis. These 
disabilities are often overcome by remedial procedures 
which involve phonetic training; phonetic training gives 
the reader irxlependence in recognizing words previously 
learned. 
1/Nila Banton Smith, 11 Shall We Teach Phonics ?11 Elementary 
English Review, xx, February, 1943, pp. 00-67. 
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Hesterl studied the records of 194 children who were 
admitted to the Reading Laboratory of the University of 
Pittsburgh because of reading difficulties. Each child 
was given the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulties 
Test. 2 Those children who scored belov1 their grade level 
were given a phonetic inventory. 
"This inventory checked carefully for know-
ledge of the letter names, letter sounds, and 
common blends. Sixty-four of these 194 pupils 
scored at third grade level or above on both the 
word recognition and word analysis tests, and 
were therefore excluded. The remaining 112 
children, composing 58,% of the total group, lacked 
partially or entirely the knowledge of phonics for 
independent word at tack. The pupils found blending 
a more difficult process than sounding separate 
letters. The errors were more evenly distri-
buted over all blends. T'J'J' and CL were the most 
difficult, while SJ ani ST were the least diffi-
cult. In letter sounds, nine caused the most 
difficulty, with X following closely. The 
letter sounds u, w, and L were next in order of 
difficulty. c, K, s, and T gave the least 
trouble." 
She concluded tbat skill in word analysis comes with 
specific training. The ability to we configuration and 
context clues is essential fer good reading but, unless the 
child has some com ept of letter sounds, he will be unable 
to attack new words independently when other methods fail. 
!/Kathleen B. Rester, 11A Study of Phonetic Difficulties in 
Reading / 1 Elementary School Journal, XLIII, November, 1942, 
PP· 171-173. 
2/Donald D. Durrell, World Book Company, Yonkers-on-the-
Hudson, New York, N•Y• 
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In a study made by MuJder and Curtin1 it was con-
cluded that there is a positive relation between silent 
reading ability and the ability to synthesize or put to-
gether phonetic elements of words presented orally. It 
was found that poor readers were also la eking in the ability 
to synthesize phonetic elements of words into meaningful 
word patterns. This deficiency is believed to be caused by 
lack of training in auditory discrimination or to lack of 
training in phonics. 
Artbur2 experimented with 171 first grade children 
and concluded that it was almost a waste of tir.J.e to give 
phonetic training to children with a mental age of less 
than five and a half years. Those children with mental 
ages from 5.5 to 6·4 years gain something from the teaching 
of phonics. The children in the mental age group 6.5 - 6.9 
did extremely well with phonetic training, and this should 
be the age at which a child should be te.ught reading by the 
phonetic method. 
!/Robert L. r·.~ulder and .James Curtin, "Vocal Phonic Ability 
and Silent Reading Achievement:A First Report , 11 The Ele-
mentary School .Journal, LVI, Number 3:121-123, November, 
1955. ·--
2/G-race Arthur, "A quantitative Study of the Hesul ts of 
Grouping First Grade CJasses According to ~~'Iental Age," 
Journal of Educational Research, 12:173-185, October, 1925. 
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Strengths and Weaknesses of Phonics Prograw..s 
Witty and Sizanore1 in reporting on the controversy 
concerning phonics instruction, disclosed an experiment 
conducted by Sister :.1. Dorcthy Browne. She worked with 
326 sixth grade children, u..s ing phonics to improve their 
reading ability. These children had received their 
earlier training dtring a period when phonics was in dis-
repute for remedial reading programs. Four experimental 
and four control c;roups were set up, being equated on 
the basis ofreading age am intelligence. The experi-
rr:ent.al groups were given daily 10-minute phonic drills 
for approximately a full school year. During the experi-
mental program the :.:.;roups were given standardized 
reading tests from which the followir:g conclusions were 
made: 
"1· Sixth grede reading ability may be improved 
v:i th a planned phonic program. 
2. Children of low as well as hi@l intelli-
gence made .c:;ains vvith such a program. 
3· Children with I·Q.· 's below 100 made more 
progress in reading as a result of 
phonics instruction than those with 
higher i·Q.·'S· 
1/Paul A· ·,Jitty and Robert A· Sizemore, 11 Phonics in the 
Reading Frog ram :A Review and an Evaluation, 11 Ele.E_l~p._!;~E.X 
En5lish, 32:355-371, October, 1955. 
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4. 'Tse of phonics benefited not only the 
pupil who was deficient in reading, but 
was even more effective in stimulating 
the better reader to further growth. 
5. The greatest gain in favor of phonetic 
tra:j_ning for pupils was realized in 
groups with I·'~· 's between 90 and 109. 11 
Crossley 1 studied the effect of the lantern slide 
on the auditor;r a..nd visual discrimination of word elements. 
The children used in this study were tested before and 
after the instructional period. On the basis of these 
findings, Croosley concluded that when the mental age of 
the children was equal, the groups with the better auditory 
discl"i:::-~ination were more successful in beginnin3 reading. 
1;ihen the group of children having a high :nentsl age but 
differing abilities in auditory discri.mination was tested, 
there was a statistically significant difference in favor 
of the ~roup with the hiGh auditory scores. Also, in 
comparing t.he readirg of two groups, each having a low 
mental age and d:ii'fering auditory ability, the group with 
the greater auditory skill proved to be the superior. 
!/Beatrice Alice Crossley, An Evaluation of the Effect 
of Lantern Slides on Auditory and Visuil-:Discrlmfna ~ion 
Of'Word Elements, Unpublisned Doctoral Dissertatlon, 
Boston Univers1ty School of EducB.tion, 1948. 
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1 Stone- devised a program for impro vine; fifth grade 
reading and found tm t definite improvement can be 
achieved through a prog .rom involving phonetic and 
structural am lysis exercises. He used thirteen pupils, 
·who ranked at the bottom of the class, and worked with 
them twenty minutes daily over a six-week .rericxl. A gain 
was made by each of the thirteen pupils who l~rticipated· 
The total possible score on the infor:nal test was 85. The 
gains ranged from 5 to 38 points. The average score on 
the initial informal test was 60.8 points. The average 
score on the final infonnal test was 78.1. The•average 
gain was 17. 3. 
Fancey, Hogan and Lane2 in 1958 evaluated a program 
study of word analysis at tpe second grade level which 
provided practice in phonics, word analysis, auditory and 
visual perception. It was found that the experimental 
group sho.ved si_gnificant gair:s in word recognition and 
paragraph meaning. 
The foregoing summary of research indicates that 
phonetic analysis bas a definite place ln the teaching 
program. 
1/Irwin Stone, A Program for Improved .Reading Among a 
Certain Group of Children in the Fiftpo Grade Using 
Phonetic and StructurBTAnalysig, Unpublished Master 1 s 
Thesis, "Rncxie Islii.nd College, 1 56. 
2/?::ildred R· F'ancey, Anne Ivi· Hogan, Margaret ?·,lary c. Lane, 
Evaluation of a Planned Program of word A~l_;y-sis -~E G;-~de 
Two, Unpublished Master t s Thesis, Boston r;n1 versi tySchool 
u 0 1 
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The importance of phonics in the curriculum has been 
recognized. The question of the amount of time in the 
program to devote to this remains unanswered. The fact 
that it offers a way to analyze words, to retain words 
and to read more meaningfully, justifies the place of 
phonics in the reading program. This study is an attempt 





GilA PTER I I 
PIAN OF THE STUDY 
The steps essential in conducting the study were: 
The development of the materials 
Selection of population 
Teaching the lessons 
Evaluation of the prcgram 
A thirty-day program, 27 teaching lessons and 3 days 
of testing, was planned. 
Ten blends, gr, wh, dr, cl, th, br, pl, ch, fr, sh 
and y were selected for practice. y, as an initial conso-
nant, was used in the first lesson in order to introduce 
the form of the lessons with a familiar sound, yet one 
which had not been stressed in early first grade. 
The vocabulary used to teach the blends was chosen 
from the speak:i.ng vocabulary of children in Grade One. It 
included 23 words from the Scott, Foresman Basal Primer1 
and 139 not in the reading series at this level. Practice 
was provided in various positions, initial, medial and final. 
The total list, arran~ed by the sounds being presented, 
follows: 
1JWilliam s. Gray, A· Sterl Artley, M:ay Hill Arbuthnot, The 
New Fun With Dick and Jane ,scott, Foresman and Company, 
Chicago, 1951· -
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l ~ Wh 
yard agree whale 
year grade what 
yellow grandfather whee 
yes grandmother wheel 
yesterday grapes wheelbarrow 
you grass when 
young grasshopper where 
youngster gray which 
your great whiskers 







dr cl th I I 
drank clap thank I drawer class Tha n._l.cs gi v ing 
dreaming clay that 
I 
" 
dress clean the 
drip clear their 
drive clerk them 
I drizzle clever then drizzly climb there I 
drop clock they I drugstore cloth thin II drum cloud thing 
dry clown think I cluck third 
thirteen 
thirty 
br pl this 
I thought branches airplane three 
I bread apple Thursday break place with 
breakfast plane I 






0 brown plenty br?,wn±i plum um re a 
----· 
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ch fr sh 
ca. tch Frank polish 
Champion Fred shades 
charcoal free shampoo 
Chs.rles freedom Sharon 
chase freeze she 
checkers freezer shine 
cheer freight shoe 
cheese fresh shopping 
cherry friend shops 
chicken frog short 
children from shower 
chimney front splash 
chipmunk frost sunshine 
chips frown swish 
I· chocolate frozen wash choo-choo fruit wish 





As the lessons were developed, they were tried out 
in a slow second grade in a large industrial city. Both 
general and specific outcomes and suggestions were noted 
and were the bases of changes in the lessons. 
It was decided that blends which have similar com-
ponent parts should be separated in the planned program 














They were arranged in this order: gr, wh, dr, cl, 
th, br, pl, ch, fr, sh· 
The prelimlnary tryouts indicated that the time 
allotments for lessons should range from ten to fifteen 
minutes, the story lesson requiring the longest period 
of time. 
It seemed that words were learned most effectively 
when at least three repetltions were provided in the 
story. This result was capitalized upon, and word 
usage was increased whenever feasible. 
The presents.t ion of stories was smooth and 
generally more effective when the new vocabuM.ry had 
32 
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been written on the board before the lesson was introduced 
rather than having each word written by the teacher as it 
occurred in the story. 
It was found that sug6estions for stressing the new vo-
cabulary in general directions was preferable to specific 
directions with each story. Directions for the teacher, 
when included within the story, seemed to detre.ct from the 
natural quality of telling the story. For example: 
"How many of you like Thanksgiving? (Vfua t holiday 
are we talking about? \"lhat sound does it have at the 
beginning?)" 
continuing this method for each new word caused the 
story to become stilted, and the children to lose the con-
tinuity and interest. Samples of suggestions given within 
the general directions follow: 
a. Direct the children to repeat the word imme-
diately after the teacher says it: 
"What is the word? You say it." 
b· As the teacher points to the blend within a 
word: 
"What sound does the letters th make? You 
say the sound." 
It was left to the discretion of the teacher to high-




It was sug;ested that questions in the General List and 
in the Story List be uniform. The questio1w in the program 
are direct, as: 
"Vv'hat holiday are we talking about? {Thanksgiving)" 
Since children find th and wh words difficult, as many 
of these words as possible from the basal reading system were 
used. A list of these words follows: 
th thank, that, the, there, they, this, three, with 
wh what, where, white 
In the trial review lesson, an excess of activities and 
variety of responses were required of the children, leading 
to confusion of sounds among the uncertain and poor readers. 
It was decided to linli t review lessons to not more than 
three different activities. 
Several other minor cbanges and adcii t iormwere made: 
1· Several stories were shortened. 
2. A rhyme was added as an interest factor: 
"Drip, drip, drip 
Don't spoil my trip 
Drip, drip, drop 




Table 1 shows a day by day outline of the program. 


































































The lessons were taught by the classroom teachers as a 
part of the reading program, not in addition to it. 
Two lessons were provided for each sound. The first 
introduce,:5 the blend and provided practice in auditory and 
visual perception. The second provided practice thr·ouc;h a 
stor~r. Viords were presented orally and visually. Samples 
of each type of lesson follow: 
Directions for Sample of Introductory Lesson 
1. Discussion of plend - Visual and Auditory 
·write the blend on the chalkboard, using 
capital and small letters (Th th): 
11 The letters th make the sound th. 
Wbat two letters make the sound th? 
What is the sound'?" 
2. Examples of Use 
"Listen to the words rrm going to say. They 
all have th in them." {Teacher suggests five 
or six words from the General List.) nAll of 
these words have th in them. Can you think 
of words with the th sound in them? 11 
Children contribute their own words ,which the 
teacher writes on the board. The teacher re-
peats the word after the child, stressing the 




Asl{ questions ( 8-eneral Questions) which require 
answers beginning with the specific blend. 
Children may need prompting, such as, 11Wha t is 
something mother puts on her finger when she 
sews? It begins with th." 
4. Auditory Exercise 
Teacher presents a group of three words: "Listen 
carefully and choose the words that have the th 
sound in them." After one child has answered, 




thank thief thousand 
Thal!D.ks gi vi ng thimble thread 
that thin three 
the thing throat 
theatre think through 
them third throw 
their thirsty thumb 
then thirteen thump 
there thirty thunder 
thermometer this 'l'hursday 
they thorn with 
thick thought 
G:SNEEAL ~~ UEST IONS 
1. ,~-Jhat day of the vveek begins with the sound th? Thursday 
2. Vfuat loud noise comes with lightning? thunder 
3. HON do ;wou feel vvhen you ha vent t bad a drink 
of water for a long time? thirsty 
4. V~bat is something mother puts on her finger 
when she sews? thimble 
5. 'Nhat holiday begins with th? '~hanks 0 i v ing 
6. ~''hat do we use to tell wbat the temperature 
is? thermometer 




8. 1i1ba t do we put throuc;h a needle when we sew? thread 
9. V'/ha t is on a rose bush that could hurt you? thorn 
10. V.rhere do you go to see a movie? theatre 
AUDITORY EXERCISE 
--" 
thank towel Thu:r:_s da.y 
thunder Thanksgiving turkey 
r;lass thump that 
the thumb theatre 
-----
their throw from 
them home throat 
----
three thermometer freeze 
--
paper thick thousand 
thorn toast thief 
--
thimble th~rty thin 
-----
thirsty thread napkin 
----
time think this 
--
Directions for sample of story lesson 
1. Preparation 
List words on the chalkboard in order, as in 
the Story \~ords list. At the top of the list 
write the blend in both capital and small form. 
For example, Th th· 
2. ~lend Words in Story 
Words containing the blend being introduced are 
underlined in the story twice as they are intro-
duced and once as they are repeated. 
'When telling the story, call attention to all 
underlined words by pointing to them on the 
cha l.kboard as they are said· Point directly 
at the blend· 
Call further attention to the blend words, 
using the following suggest ions: 
a. Direct children to repeat the word imme-
diately after the teacher says it: 
11~iha t is the word? You say it.'' 
b. As the teacher points to the blend: 
"What sound does the letters th make? 
You say the sound. 11 
C• Ask leading questions, such as: 
11 V~hat holiday are we talking about? 




3· Procedure - Review of Blend - Introduction of Story 
Call attention to the blend (Th th) on the 
chalkboard and say: 
11 Thi s is the sound we were talking a bout 
~,resterday. What letters make the sound? (T h) 
'You ss_y the sound. ( th) 
Vfuat are some words that have the th sound in them? 
(Allow time for several responses.) 
'l'oday we are going to hear a story about these words· 
(Point to list.) 
Every one of the words has the th sound in it. 
(Point to the blend in several words.) 
Listen carefully so that you can hear th (say 
the sound) whenever I say it. 11 
4· Story 
Tell the story, calling attention to all underlined 
words • 
5. Story Questions 
Ask the Story Ques'tions which require one of the 
listed words as an answer. The child who e.nswers 
each question will identify the correct response 
in the list on the board. 
6. Identification of Words 
The teacher will say each word on the board, al-
lowing time for the children to repeat each. 







Thanksgiving then thought 
there thirteen with 
they think their 
them that this 
three third Thursday 
thin the thank 
thing thirty 
How many of you like Thanksgiving? There are some who 
do not like Thanksgiving --- turkeys 1 They do not like 
Thanksgiving because they are afraid we will eat them up 
gobble, gobble, gobblel 
Once there were three turkeys. One was a thin turkey --
so thin he weighed only about three pounds· He didn't have 
a. thing to worry about, because no one wants to eat a. thin 
turkey who weighs three pounds. Then there was a medium size 
turkey who weighed a. bout thirteen pounds. He said, "I think 
I may be eaten on Thanksgiving• That would be too bad 
because I love being a. turkey." Then there was a. third 
turkey, the biggest one of all· The third one weighed thirty 
pounds. "Oh," he thought, "maybe some big family with many 
children will think that I would make a. good dinner for 
their Thanksgiving. This is the way the turkeys felt just 
before Thanksgiving. 
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Then the third turkey said, "If we aren't eaten on 
Thanksgiving, I don't think that will be a special day for us. 
It won't be Thanksgiving; it will be just plain Thursday here 
at the turkey farm." Now, they were read;y- for Thanksgiving. 
If YOU hear a "gobble, gobble" as you sit down at the 
table on Thanksgiving, maybe it's the turkey sa.ying, "Thank 

















l. Wbat holiday are we talking about? 
2· How many turkeys were there? 
3· How much did the thin turkey weigh? 
4. How much did tbe medium size turkey weigh? 
5. How much did the large turkey weigh? 
6. ~nat day does Thanksgiving come on? 
7. vVhat is a polite thing to say when someone 














Five review lessons were incorporated in the 
program. Each review stresses the two blends considered 
irmnediately before the review, but also includes the 
blends mentioned previously. The review lessons were 
varied. 
A sample lesson, the review of 'l.. and gr, follows: 
~ 
REVIEW 
Y1 y and Gr1 gr 
I• On the chalkboard~ display Y1 y and Gr1 gr. Under 
each1 list five or six words which children contribute, 
with the following directions: 
"Look carefully at these letters. 
As I point to them, you tell us what sound they say. 
Now, can you think of any words which have these 
sounds in them? 
You say the word and tell us which sound, ~ or ~~ 
it has in it. " 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
II• Put the following lists on the chalkboard and ask 
the questions. The child who answers will identify and 
erase the correct word· Children identify and erase 









1. 'IJI.'hat color is sunshine bright? 
2· How long is a YARDstick? 
3· Today is Tuesdaz. What is the day 
before today called? 









5. Babies are not old; they are very 
-----
young 
6. Are you listening? yes 
III· List on the chalkboard: 
Gregory gray grass 
grade green ground 
Grandmother grocery grow 
Grandfather grapes growl 
Great agree Gr, gr, gr 
grasshopper 
lo I.ast year you were in kindergarten. 
This year you are in first grade 
2· Where does a grocer work? grocery 
3· V4bat color is paper money? green 
4· If we mixed black and white, what 
color would we get? gray 
5· When leaves fall from the trees, they 
ground 
fall on the grass 








Permission was ;iven by the elementary consultant and 
the principal to conduct the study in a large industrial 
city in hastern Massachusetts. 
The population included 69 children in three first 
grade classrooms. Table 2 shows the mean chronologica 1 age 
in months and the mean intelligence quotient. 
Table 2. Mean Chronological Age and Mean Intelligence Q,uotieni 
Mean c. A· Mean I· Q,. S. D. 
------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
69 78.74 116.83 10.83 
The ages ranged from 74 months to 91 months with a mean 
of 78 months,or 6 years, 6 months. The intelligence quo-
tients ranged from 93 to 140 with a mean of 117. The mean 
intelligence was above average. 
EVALuATION OF THE PROGRAE 
A test was constructed to measure the knowledge of the 
vocabulary introduced in the stories. All words appearing 
in the Story Words lists were included. The 162 words are 
arranged in 16 groups, as in the following sample: apple' 
chips,breeze,showe~ plum,frost,cherry,grapes,dreaming,drive. 
48 
The pupil selects from each group the words which fit into a 
particular category as presented by the examiner. In this 
case, the examiner directs the childr·en to "Draw a circle 
around words which are the names of fruits." 
The total possible score is 162; 78 words are identi-
fied in the categories and 84 are not marked. A split half 
reliability, using a Pearson product-moment correlation 
corrected by the Spearman Brown formula was .87. A copy of 
the test with directions for administering e.nd scoring may 
be found in the Appendix. 
Reading achievement was measured before and after the 
study by the Detroit Viord Ii.ecognition IJ:!est, Forms A and B.l 
2 The Eoston University 'l'est for Hearing Sounds in Words for 
Grades 1-3 was used at the beginning and end of the study 
to measure phonic knowledge. 
The intelligence scores were taken from the school 
records and were based on scores on the SRA Primary T;Iental 
Abilities Test for Ages 5 to 7, administered during the kin-
dergarten year. 3 
The test results were analyzed and the findings are 
presented in the following chapter. 
1/Eliza F'· Oglesby, Detroit V1ord Recognition Test, V!orld 
Book Company, ' 7 onkers-on-Hudson, New York, 192 5. 
2/Boston University, Test for Hearing sounds in 1;7ords, 
Grades 1-3, 1955. 
3/SRA Primary Mental Abilities for Ages 5 to 7, Thelma Gwinn 
Tb.urstsne and .L· L· Thurstone, Science Research Associates, 





ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to determine the effect of 
the lessons on: 
1· Knowledge of phonics 
2. Ree.ding achievement 
3· Knowledge of vocabulary by quartiles 
4· Difficulty of various phonetic elements 
introduced 
5· Percentage of monosyllabic and polysyllabic 
words according to quartiles 
6· Gains in vocabulary in relation to phonic 
scores· 
Table 3 shows the distribution of scores on the 
initial and final phonics test. 









































































________ " ____________________________ ,!! 
The scores on the initial test rane;ed from 2 to 62 
with a mean of 38.30, and for the final test from 23 to 65 
with a mean of 48·61. 
Table 4 shows the comparison of gains between the 




Table 4· Comparison of Mean Gains in Phonics Test 
NO· Mean S • D· S·E·M· Diff. s.E.Diff. C·R· 
Initial 
Test 69 38·30 12.33 1-48 10-31 1.95 5.29 
Final 
Test 69 48.61 10.53 1·27 
The mean score on the initial phonics test was 38.30 
compared with 48.61 for the final test. The critical ratio 
of 5.29 shows that this difference is statistically signi-
ficant at a .01 level of confidence. 
Table 5 shows the distribution of scores on the 










































































































The scores on the initial test ranged from 2 to 26 with 
a mean of 6.70, and for the final test from 2 to 41 with a 
mean of 14·39· 
Table 6 shows the comparison of mean gains in the V~ord 
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S • E. M • Di f f. s . E • Di ff • C • R .I! II 
il 
NO• Mean s. n. 
Initial 
Test 69 6.70 5·13 
II 
• 62 7. 60 1. 2 5 6. 08 j! 
II 
Final 
Test 69 14.3 9.03 
The mean score on the initial test was 6.70 compared 
with 14·3 on the final test. The critical ratio of 6.08 
sbows that this differe nee is statistically significant. 
Table 7 shows the distribution of scores on the 
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In Q4 there are 60 words~ or 43% of the total 139 
words introduced in the stories; in Q3 there are 29 words, 
or 21%; in Q2, 37 words~ or 27%; in Ql, 13 words, or 9%· 
Table 9 shows the vocabulary arranged by blends 
according to the quartiles in Table 8. 
Table 9. Distribution of Vocabulary Accordine; to Blends 
in Q.uart iles 











































































Q,3 - Range: 36-52 
·----
br ch cl 






dr fr ~ pl 
drizzly Frank grade apple 
Fred grass playground 
freezer grasshopper pleasant 
fresh ground plum 
frog 
frost 
sh th wh 
Sharon them wheelbarrow 
short think 
Table g. (Continued) 
=======:..-========:-:=:===== . ·------ --------.. - .... -·-- - -- - ------ -----· ---
Q2 - Range: 19-35 















































Table 9. (Concluded) 























Table 10 shows the comparison of mean scores for 
the children in the High and Law Groups on the vocabulary 
test. 
The vocabulary scores were divided into two groups 
using the median score for the division. The 35 children 
with median scores and above are included in the High 
Group. The 34 children with scores below the median are in 
the Low Group. 
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Table 10. compstrison of Mean Scores on Vocabulary Test 
Group ;,Jo. Mean S·D· S·E·m Diff. 
High 
LOW 
35 120.11 11.46 






The mean score for the High Group was 120.11 compared 
with the mean score of the Low Group of 96.68. The mean 
difference was 23.43. 
The critical ratio of 10.90 was significant at the 
1% level of confidence· 
Table 11 compares the mean scores on the final 
phonic test for the same groups of children. 
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The mean score for the High Group was 54.91 compared 
with the mean score of the Low ~roup of 42.13. The mean 
difference was 12. 78. 
The critical ratio of 3·26 was significant at the 
17; level of confidence. 
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CfiAPTER IV 
SUM~!'LARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine the ef-
fectiveness of a planned program of phonic instruction in 
Grade One• 
Sixty-nine first grade children from a large 
industrial city in Eastern Massachusetts were the subjects 
of the six-week study. Ten blends and initial consonant 
1· were introduced through stories. 
Words included in the speaking vocabulary and not 
included in the basal readers at first grade level were 
practiced. 
Progress in the reading achievement of the selected 
children was determined by the Detroit ·word Recognition 
Test, Forms A and B· Phonic knowledge was determined b:r 
the Boston University Test for Hearing Sounds in Yiords, 
Grades 1-3· Knowledge of the vocabulary introduced in 
the stories was determined by a test constructed for that 
purpose. 
The conclusions obtained from the data are : 
1. The readiTh3 scores of the children improved 
during the teaching program. 
a. The mean score on the final Detroit Word 
Recognition Test was 14.39 compared with 
6.70 on the initial test. 
b. In comparing initial and final mean scores, 
the critical ratio was 6.08, statistically 
significant at the 1% level of confidence. 
2· The children improved in phonic ability as 
measured by the Boston University Test for 
Hearing Sounds in Words, Grades 1-3. 
a. The mean scores were 48.61 on the final 
phonic test and 38.30 on the initial test. 
b· In comparing initial and final phonic 
scores, the critical ratio was 5.29, 
statistically significant at the 1% level 
of confidence. 
3. Ivlany of the new words introduced through the 
lessons were mastered as reading vocabulary. 
a. The mean score on the vocabulary test 
was 108.57 with a standard deviation 
of 14.79. 
b· The most difficult word was chase, which 
was correctly identified by only eight 
children. The word free was learned by 
all 69 children participating in the study. 
4· Based on the quartile distribution of the vocabu-
lary scores, the blends most easily learned were 
66 
' y, dr, fr, pl and th· The blends which were 
most difficult were br and cl. 
5. Based on a comparison of the mean scores of 
the vocabularJr and fiml phonic tests, the 
children with high reading scores had high 
phonic scores. 
a. In the High Group the mean vocabulary score 
was 120.11 and the mean phonic score was 
54.91. 
b. In the Lew Group the mean vocabulary score 
was 96.68 and the mean phonic score was 
42.13· 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. Evaluate these exercises in an experimental 
situation with a control group. 
2. Develop additional lessons for other blends 
or other phonetic elements. 
3. Conduct a similar program in Grade 1wo, 




.ttc~ l' ~on tc 'iJOJ: ds 
lc 
' 2 .. 
! .. ESSON I _..,_ INTllODUC'nOlf 
D1seuso1on of Bland -- ViGual and Aud1to~y 
Write the blend on the chalkboard using capital 
and small letters (Gr gr): 
"Theae lottore EJaJ s.t• 
\That. ttro letters make the sound gl"? 
llh.e.t 1s th~ aound1" 
Examplets of' Use 
ttL1sten to the words I 111 going to s~. ~e1 all 
he,ve st in thom. u (Teacher eusgests 5 o:tt 6 lfOl'da h'om 
thet General List.) "All of theeo.worde -have f£E. in 1ihem. 
·Can liD1. think o:r \'loros with the s, sound 1n them~" 
Ch1l~en oontr1bUtre their own \roMs .whl.ch the 
teacher "tr.ri tee o:a the boe..'l"d. The teo.eher :repents thfJ 
word after the cbild, stressins the blend lt1tb1n the 
word :md. underl1ni118 1 -t. an tbe board .. 
3.. Questions 
Ask questions (General Questionej whieb require 
answora beginning 'td'th the epeo1t1c 'blend. Chil<lren 
me.y need prompting, such ea, tt\ih.at, 1dnll o:r fruit grows 
1n bunches· on o. vine? !t begins trith S£.,. 
4. Auditory Exercise 
Teacher presents a group or three words: "Listen 
cal'etully and ohoose the words that have the at eound 
1n them. n Mter one child has answered, the children, 
as a 5roup, can repeat the correo~ response. 
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LESSON II --- STORY 
1. Prepet.ratian 
L1st word& on the chalkboard, 1n orde,., aa 1n the 
3to:ry List. At th~ top or t,l1e list wr-1 te the blend 
!n both ce.p1 tal e.nd small form. For example; Gr sr 
2. Blend Words in Story 
'iords containing the blend be1n~ introduced &l'e 
underl1nM 1n the etory, t\"122 as they are introduce\\.-. 
-I r¥e 
and ~ as they are repea~ed. 
vfuen tell11'!6 ths etory, onl~ atterJ.t1on to ~ 
unde~lined ~~ds by po1nt1ng to them on th~ chalkboard 
as they e.re aa14.. Point di.Matly at tlte blend. 
Call further attention to th~ blend wordc ue1ft3 
the followinG eugseotiona: 
a. Direct children to %'epeat the word 1mmad1atel.y 
arte~ the teacher naya 1t& 
"lfhat is tho word'l ~ say it. n 
b. As the teacher point a to the bl~nd t 
"What sound does the letters at make7 
You aq the eound." 
o ... Aek lead111f5 questions, aueh as: 
nG£ef5oa is in the first t-5rnq~. What 1a 
-
the 11 t tie boy 1 e name? t'lhe.t sound 4oea 
it have at the beginning?" 
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'· .Procedure ... "' Rev~iG'if of El~nd -- .Int'I"()((ueticn o~ ~ltocy 
Call attention to the blend (Gr gtl} on the 
chf2ll:boa..rd e.nd s &11 
n This :ts '!#he sound we trt:JM 't.a.lting about J"G&t.e.rtl.ay. 
What l.ettOl-"8 make the soundt ( G r ) 
I.,ey say the aound. (r~) 
ilha.t ara some 'tJOrda toot have the ~ oound 111 thellt~ 
(Allow time for several reapone~~~) 
Today we are going to hGar ~ story about ~h.gg,g l#Ol~O. 
(~o1nt to lint. ) 
JfNat'y ona of the words has th~ tt sound in. 1 t. 
(Point to tho b1and 1n ae~~rul worda.) 
Liston o~fully 4o that you can hc~·p ~ ( se.j too aaund) · 
t-rhenover I say 1 t ... 
4\. Story 
Tall tbs sto.ry c:elllng r\ttantion. to a&! undorlJ.ne4 
wordo. 
5. Storr QUestions 
Ask t..h~ St-ory Q.Uefrt1ana lOh!cb. requ1nG on& o't' tho 
11at.ed words aa an nnawer.. The child ~Jho a...1>le~rs E)Bch 
~uest1on Will 1dent1fy the oorreet response 1n the list 
on the boa.t'd .. 
6. Idont1f1cation of Words 
The teaCher w.ill sey each word on the board, 
allow:l.l'1{5 t3.me tor the ch1ld'ren to repeat e.e.ch. Cb3.ldz'en 











1.. .~l1~t co lot~ begins \-11th '1.'~ 
2Q ~th£~.t in oorueth1ng you do 1:1'.th your mouth 








3. ~lhr.~t is t:.\ round toy thet goes u.p ~nd ci.mm or, 





4. ;ihr~t 1a tho yellol·T p£'1.rt of en eGc'i 
s .. :ihc,t do \'10 cr.ll tile d.ry bGfore t0d1.1j"? 
6. .•hen you. are not old, Wh0.t Bre you? 
7. 'Jhc.t lr.ind oi' meter1 r' . l is a st-1e~.ter mn.d.e of'l 
6. ilht":'.t do you c~·ll the Cl~ound o..round your house? yc.ru 
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,.. f, ~"·;-..-· :r···,n·•r _;:.~...:;~~ .. ~:.:..:..:... ..L a1:;.1~ Ql.~ r:: /.,,.... 1,. ~.;..±_-
iL~s table J:Q'U 
yq~~ X,OU.ru!) rer.;.t 
ZU,?per ze!! yeat~rd.ruz: 
I~llgtr y_es camp 
larnp ml xa.~m 
~ man I.s1.CA~ 
~-o1k ;./.:.:!..:,;;_,. ~ baby 
Z9::!9 drum :£.QYP.£Ot ~ 
1.~ IQ..."lkea number 
pencil ~ ~ 
year 







Yesterday. I pl.anted. some flovters in my Jl..aztd. EVecy 
::: ::; : ¥ : ............. 
Y~.~ I plant tlowera 1n my Z!l.fd and every rerzo the ;~r(_! 
-loolts boe.nt1ful all ye~ lone;. 
ny ne13hbor aoked me yost~day, n\,1lat 1:::1nd o'f f~owore 
~ ;rou g!"o11.r1ng this taar?u I said, ttohs YO¥, tnll like 
-
them. ~Ia..tly ot them are ;[ellc;t'!f• ~ like _ze1l01-J., don't 
:cru.?" She so.id, 11.!£.!, zollow 18 my f:::v-or1to oolot'!" 
-~ t zcll.Qw i 9 her fnvori tO CQlor -- Ohe lu.ld a. ,i~llOlf 
dress on! 
~fuile I 't1M working 1n tho ::ard ye~~.er£..0-.Y., one of 
my l09 neighbors oome t.o V1B1 t ma.. Re is the zo~£ater 
... .. • .. • :q • ........ 
who lives e.oross the s·t~et. His nruno 1s John. X2une. 
IIia name is YSJ9 c.u"'ld he -IS fOtgl& -- he is aix ye~s old. 
I eaid, "''lha.t' a the mat-tar With zo.J!, John? Y2:U 
lool~ sad. tt lla coid, n!2!• I nm !!ad. :( have n new gp-:.g 
rmd I oa.n 1 t ta~lte the yo-z!J s.o up e.nd do"tm. CC.l'l Y?}! help 
me?" 
I had a i/.9 ... lO . t1hen I we.e young ao ! showed John what 
to do. "Hako l.2E hand ~o Up and down tmd Ig!£ t0-1.,(! 
-
\'Till too .. " 
John said, ltThanlt l~u, !~as __ • .!2m: J:o.rd 
looks nice>. !am goil1(5 to '1atch the flowers grow!" 
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3TOf<Y Q.UESTIOHS ______ ,~........._ 
l. ·\r1lat color ttere 'the flol'lera in tho story? 
2. If the little bot waa not old, What was he? 
3. tthrt.t kind of toy d.1 d. the boy have? 
4 .. Hhere \tere the flowers planted? 








Gl~HEK:'J ... LIST 
" 
~ .. -_ ............. _..,._.......,._. 
srrcc crc.f1 shoppor crin 
grt~de grr·.ve c:rind 
c;rr:1n src:vel CPOCJ:l 
g:rr.n.d grcvy cr·oocry 
crr'.ndr.'1othor grry C': l''OU1'1d ~-· 
err·l1<1fC'..thor sreaso croup 
crr1n1te crec;t C1''1:l I'] 
gr't'.3Jt?l tsrcen croul 
ernJO :;rill agree 
1.. ~fur>.t colors bccin 1·1i th the nound of ;:r.,"l 
3.. ,Jh;:,_t ltind of a ctore t-:ould you go to, to buy 
moc.t t?ncl -rrccotc~bleo? croccry 
su.r.whine? 
6o 'lihr>.t is the nru;l('J of ~ insect \'!hich bocina 
7.. Undor \'rllc,t do cr-r:rots ('D.d :)Dt !1.toea crm·t? 
9" \fut't docs aothe:r nr.l~o to pour over mont 
79 
c;:a.u. question fiX' Me 
r~atb§x- cit~.nito night 
pretty tf~thg£ crm 
stQt~l. ~ br1Qht. 
t~qqe floor s;r:~n 
s!Xf! e,r,o~~ ~~Mho~JJ~t 
~ CJ:f2~ trit:l 
tor f.r:in~ GJ:O!il. 
E~lm fJ:!i;y. struts 
s~Gn.4 arbJ=n oha.ir 
crgggl't sec.t C~§9i 
party e£2\l!li m:.<.U! 
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Grc}eor~r 1 n 
..... _ ....--.. ~ ... _ . ,_ ...... ,."' 
Grrmdnother 
-·--- ....... --... -~- .. ·''" .,._.,,,,..--~o>-o•·AH'"_,___ ....... ,.,.,.. ....... 
DJ.l.d G:c·ar.~.o.f.:·\t,tJ.e~~ .. _______ ,., .__ .... ~---·.. _.. 
_._ .... ___ ..,._.._...... .... ~-
G\ 'E\:~or·:r ~;G.ll~ec~ w:t th tJ . .s 
_ ......... ·1:"_.._.,,..]_ 
o.or>:, to Granclmcth$l" o.nd G:rnne.fG.t.1W1"'' s l'J .. ')l.:wr: •• 
·- -"""·-·-'"-__....L'r_, ............ ~ ... , _ ... _...........__-.. --~---
:~coX.' r.,:.11d 
shutt,ers, 
Grandmc;t.J!er HO.S making lunt~h .. ____ ... _____ ... ,.__,. ........ 
Sh.o ~s1r<?d ~1£.~£~~2 to co t.o the coru.f.lJ.' G!S'~:K atrott':l!. He ><f·~-__.... 
the cr:!!@.~. 1n the bac1::yai'O ... 
~...-. • .,.--,n~ .... -
I .., ._,,..,.., • ., :.:,·t'''"'Y .~.-,-1'J. r·.~..~"'1 .,n,.~ ~ .. ,,.,. ' .......... 1 oct,..., nr. "'o~· .l.ft,·l.'"'"~, .. !" V \'';<.vO> ';,;, ·~-· \.• ""'·l •• • "-'- (.;.J, ,,l ••- (H.c..;J •- ,lJ:>,.J.~~l;;) ,1. /. , < i.l 
:ln.t .. c- r.~:ro~'1d. 
...,;. . ..,--.. --.. ~-
\rery r~r;;:en r\.2·_t(} 
.... , _ _.... . .--
3., Grandmother end Gr~~'nd.f'c.ther 1 s 'Phi te house 
1s trimoed 1n ~nrt color? 
4.. ;.'hat ltind of otore did Grecoey e;o to'l 
5 .. :·~hat ltind of fru1t did Gregory buy? 
G. ~Yh~.t kind of be ens d1 d Gregory buy? 
7 .. ::h:"1t did Grc:ndf'l'.ther cut 1n the baoltynrd? 
8. :ih~.:t. color u~-s tlle squirrel? 
9 .. \i1lere t·r~~-s the squ1rrol lookine f'or nuts? 
10 .. iihct 't•res jumping in the r;raea? 









hcse let or., . 
. 
A I po nt · the ot: . th y sn ,. 
u ds ~~ ich have t •so eo 1n 
o , a~ty t ...... 110 t~ d toll u , .. . v. ln 
.. -.. ... 
Et ti. t~.olt ·the QU- .ti i n. • 
·h eh .. l · .. o OJ1.S'lv r 111.1 ide_ f'y "'!lld e ~· c ·' the or·~ee" t 1. d •. 
<• ... 
I Cp.11 . 'y 
y 





, HO~>i l 
-· 
·-~ « 1961 i 









5.. ·>-:!\ ies r1.,.,e l t ol · f they are V¢ry ---·-----· 
6 .. J\rs yoU> 1~. st · · ne;? 
o- o 
yot . 
. ' l -
yes 





lfhere r:.re you llOl'J? 







•t""" • '"'""'"" o··'.oJ··'.t:I,:." 
.: <)'\,~ i-•-· Q . -:;. 












• 'i . \,n .. ' ' 
.,, ,, "l11~ 
• _ ..,~ \oil 
r 1'2&m t>. 't17h1 te ro;pbi t u1 th lor.H~ earn that flop 
........ ~~~.~ 
_,_,__._ .......... 
Bvt,.n my lf.a1Gkera nre ~·1hi te ... 
....... -~· -....... .. ~..  _,...,........, ........ ~
I t,·;oultl l:d~o t). l>lhoel~rmv tr1 th a, gre$t bir.; tll).ool ~-n 
~--~:.,.,.. ... =:: .. ~~ c;~.-:: 
, :tr.6l1 ·.. I \"J'~\ild 11 o £'. toy .YJ.f:!I-~ to play ·:..1:t.h 111 th .. __ ... 
b.:.:.thtub. I\~! X 1~~HtlO. lj.kc moot :rf all, ia t.o lcH' "ll to 
-;rhj·~.ll~~ "~vory til:lC '!. t,r,r, my l.2.:~~::.! G~t. in '·ho \10."/. 
r~=-..---
' 1:1oth$r tool: me to &~ o :.oro ~~hero I or~,..,. s~n"ue. Olo.ua .. 
=~;r.;= 
I · o:to. him r-.'bout t.he t'lht~,l·· r.tn(\. tho wltaolbe.rrotf. Then :t 
.... ~ ......... -~, ...........,......,....,~~~ ............. 
t.mitl 'l;o Sn te in c. oo:tt :!h!f?Jl£.1.:, "Oould I loo.rn to .::!?J:..£ll£ 
-- ~ 
i'ol~ Chr.:tstmn~?u Santa ,.,, , 11 You kno.T, 1~~~ bun: eJ=:. 
cH:·n l t ;fht.otlc .eeaus.o of' thei.t" t>rh:~. ~,'~ora. B'llt don~ t f.oel 
~ ¥~ ~ ..............  .... 
On Chr:tr.>tr.una r.nor111:ng, un.d.or the tl't:iG, thf.::x·o '·rr.'!.s 
tl !!1:!.12 nnd. n !'~£2.1?.t:~£"lli; ~ I looted in my stocl~:~nc, 
th-..t '-"- t:'t.uqrn"i:;tc! 'I'ilor0 \•tero tr1o toy ·vmistlon ...... one i"l"or 
~~- ~ ....... --....... _. 





;J "' \aihnt did ~~'hJ.·tay want to leurn to do? 
l+ .. ·~Jh~.t 't;J'.~ ......... S in. ti~l\) t~lt:rJ 't:hcn he tried t.o villistle'i 
5tP ( ..t\Slt ill a t·ih.1spe:t"' ----) db. en y·ou ~peal'\: 
softly 3 WhQt. are you doi!'t.g? 




. '). ~. 
i~ .. ".f ,~:t1. e;t do you QO.ll t.h{~ f.lO.J;J. \'ri':!o fkz\l.~ th~;~ t:n!"..l'l 
5~ ;1:~.~.n.t e..l'{~ t.he st.m.~los ym.t see ,.n you:r:·· eleep? 
\;.)., ~~hr..t d<:> j''OU co.l1 .... very "''lgh''' re..1.n? '· ~ -·"' . ~ 
89 
cit···\,\l!fJ!' groun~i c1···er.·r:1 
~··,.\·-~ 
--
y.pC!£!.§_ dr5J2 _......~ _ ..... !!1001.1 
d.z·..,··•t 
...,_ ;-.. .!. bronk tlt!]~ 
<ioe .£!'~: <11'01) ~ ........ 
6.rut3.rrf.,ore 
.,._lfr, l •lo.·r•""' ·--··AI ___ ~ §_~tf..£ 
(!""" ? z' e 
.1::*_ ...... :...~.......:=~ from £!:X 
for•:,: drift. il.J:.:!::~ 
-----
QJ:'J.]£~g car:! arm: ....... , .......... .,.,. 
tr~ J\J:"k 5l.t£PS!. ch11d.ren 
,...._.,..,-... -~-..... 
f!t~:lll! drOt) llfllllllllo .... :- duck 
~~'1J2. uo.r•l" dr·o~~r.~ ......... __ 
f'r·c·:NJ r;:.o Qr..he.i ill:r£.~~ 
,., ........... . 
• •• ;. ~·· \ -'·$; 
~ a.:r·u.J:;, 
................... "",.... 
0 .. :::~:1. .. !~:.~ ~";1..0 t• 
~~~~ ... ~ ..... If .. -·~--... -..-
-~-- ... ·~- ... ........-
'·; 4., 1-. • 
. . .. .. ~ 
S1Ac ""{f[~n ::· 1J:~~~:~ {.'"r:·~:j~r;r~ .. 
'l'11o ctl··v·:-)n 
... _ ..... ~
-. .... ~ . ....,.,_,y ........... ....._ ... '-'ft,. •• 
W .. f\"""'•I•<IV<ofo'J'•/ .......... , .... ... 
~~:: {~ t 't~~;':1 l 
......... ~·"··" 
·~-·- ......... 
(·: ~ ·~ :i. ~) 
............. .,~..t'f- .. 
ot~·~. c~t t--~~t(J r:~:'.~~·:.-.·c~.··· ~ .:i~t~·:."' (~:.<)Fj ~ ~: 
.............. , .. .,. '.· ~ .;.~ ..... 
1~t··:.o {l:t"rrt·!~.:~ .. :-~ Lo 
.,.,.. ........ lo' .............. ... 
~:: 1"'~-~·,::1 tl..r·e~,r; . 
... ~_. ...... 
fJ\tC.·C:tl hc.V~ 't:·j'(:r·J·::fl.:(ft :.J.l'l(t r;_:t\Cl'llt t~1-~L l:1c~!~ ~!:~-.:~:-~: • 
t,o i:.t.("Yf Uf.:l ,i'O't » ff·~.,.,~.:.. .1, v 
........... 41\if ... 
t.>n t.hc~ dl'i '11$ home: 
,.....-..... ................ .... 
J ~ '1"'· t"" 
....... ::.f'<"" 
t:J\1.·L 
... ,...., ... ___ ,..
..... .,.._ ...... _ .... ,_ 
1:., .. -,r• ,.,,., t 0 t•""-!-'"-'',....t:;'-·••.. . ~~ .. ~ 
tho 
. .......................... ... 
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ci :.:'. ··J::"'c ·l 
92 
whee 1 barro't·; 
wheel 
l. Tb.o Ame:t'icnn !'lot; 1s l"'ed, blue nnd 
__.._ .. _., __ ....,.-.....,;4~--- .. wb.ito 
2.. On h1ES chin, Sant,a Clv.us has --.. ------·--··--· 
-------·-··· .. .._..-......-~ ..-* 
. 
5. Thr;; 1-!.\l"'Ges·r.. thing t.lw.t sv;tms in the oMHUl is e>. 
- - ___ .......,.._... .. --... ~· 
6. J, L _:,t'bcll rai'orco oft.cn 1ilotiO a 





1..0< T. 1 •co n·,..., ·' •'l ~ 
. ,~, ~..:<""'···~ 
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...... -~--·, ............ ..,._ ... ~."H- ... ~ 
---~·-....., ............ - ................... ~-u-t~o.~"-" 
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96 
t~:t~.t::. 
Yl··~ ~-'·"-~' .. 
c;.r_\n:·: 
.... ~-............. ,., ..... 
r.;.).t~ . ..:,,· 
._ .............. " .. 
..:;J ... f.'; ~"1.::, 
............. ~ ....... "'· 4 
clt:~nc 










z:lien Clt,y in t,dd.ng l.tCl"' fir::;t crndo c:.ass to the 
........... _...... """"_ ................ ""'" ... 
Ti'lo c:toos ic. "'!cry r.;xc:i.1~od ;;~nd r:r;;.:~s __ cl r:.; .. ·.'. ia 
................... ~
too. rt :ln u n1co cl ro• ar~.y not c. cloud in the elty .. 
·~--_........ -----~ 
.. ,..._.-~- ~" .... .-
T'noy hc.d. \"l.i~Bhod for o. clG ... .!." de.y J i'i!~ ~~h no c1out1o • 
... -......-~.. .,.,~ .............. 
f:l.:nd tboir ooc..ts. Tl'loy h..a-.-*o to ollrub up to the f:tii:.o~rrt.h. 
---w......_...~ .... 
r·ou, but ~..-hey d.on' t m.:tnd n lo~ng cJJ.Llb. 
-~· 
Here cone tho cloHns ! 
Tho olmmt.t hc:~;-e ao I:w.ny cl~vor t .. r-lclm .. 
_..,..._ ___ .. ..,_.e~._. .. ,_ 
th5.r~.:s 1:10 oD.n. toll tj.me n the ixJ..al~'l';ord clock! 
•"'·"""tlt':fi!l(·•'"-
{~he cloth to c1.en:a. Cl. nirroi" -·-- li''Ut ·the mi.:rror ~.s gett.:h'lf.!, ...,.__.,._._.__.. ...,........: __ _ 
....... 
d~.r'i:,y, not £.~~(;;.12 ~-·~ 1:z,h, ho! s using n d1.r·ty .£12!l2: H0 
th:lrJ~a :l t '-r.D.l cler~11! 
~-.......... 
Everyone in the clt.1.rts loveo ... l.he elo~1no. You Cf'n tell. 
__ .............. -
..,_ ___ 
t#ll.r.r:ll you heer t.b.em Clt;LD t.hc;v elm) loud<tJG"'t:. fOl,. tho .... t ....... _ 






--.~:~,. .... ~ ... ,. ... ~~·" 
.. ·~.: ·v.:~~~~~- .... '.,.-
. ~ -,_ ·. )", ,. -. ' . 





~-~~,t .. ·· :~ · ... 
t :. ,, : ·' J ... ~ ,. 
·tiJ.o::··mcmt::rC.c~r .. __ "' ____ .... _,__ .. _..,.....,... 
thing 
.·: .. ""'•·.,-""('!"\ 
1.J <t,.':.~· ..... •• 
thir-d 
t.his 
'I'herc ~.re H<OmG t:1~~.o d.o n.:Jt .... , .. __ ,. 
On t·m.s n. th1:n turlr:ey -- so 
-
----
,.. 'k'rol .. :r·y ~bout, because no Ol1e w®ts to e;J,t ,~ Thill turl-rcy 'ttho weishs 
t.hrac :?O'i.mt:ls. 'J.lhcn t.hm:•e wcs a l'ilet'Ut'!.m oize t.~key "fiho weif"'Jled 
....... ., ..... . . ........,___._ ~- ........ 
-
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fmr-J.ly ruh many ch11dl"'~r: ·.w111 \t~}.qt, 1hfi I •,:nnld m:::ka n sooct d1nn~r 
:t'or• ~!: ~-xtii;ef,li yi~L£· '1 ~ is ~~ l~r:.y ~- tul"koys :f."elt Just 
-
~ !J1£ ll1!.:t"JLtu.rkcy s::.'.i<."l, HI:f' lie D.:i.'"'en 1 t oDt.en on 
Thcn!r.e?" v·inc.:. I .don 1 t thinl{ thr.t tJ111 bs o. tr1·)coicl dey for ua .. ------~ .-Y• .......,.______ ---
0 .,., .. ~ 
I:t YOU hecx 





d.occ aor.1othi.t".£; n"!.cu :t"o1 .. you? 
1. '.ro tell t.ir!O, uo lool:~ e;t tl.o 
2. \'le n!'e c..:.ll in "t~hc ccs:!G ochclcl. ·~ho :Jmll$ 
B!"t>.do, an"'t. tho nDmG --·· _ .. 
3. The a lly mr.m l t.ho · 1reus ia ~. - ... --.. • 
4·. Soap malt:en bub'blGa ond 1 t el':.ea you ---·---· 
5. TLo hen la1d en ~?.Jf!.g and Goid ··---·· ... - ---'"'··-· 
6 .f'ul.1.ah the :rurn1tm:•e ~ith :{'·ut'Zl1t.uro pol1ah 













3. ]]~fo:.··o you n:u.t·s;." ~ you shou.lo. -···-·----~-· 
5 .. Beth~:: mld. Da.d.dy and Ib.by m&J!;O - · -· 
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0 
J ..... 
~·i"r.~ :·~;:~ •: ........ :J. (lr.J iiG . , .,,..,. ............ 
··"· ·~i1:;.~~ .. :~ :'i •f.l ~ ] .. 1 t~t~.o .. 
' 
•. -~i11~:t tl.o you pt~·;,; 
•
c ... ~~bc::t 1 ~_ ... ~- 1')' a gentl-s 
C!:tt 
.~~ .... 
\..'.i_,!..· •. :.; 
·' .t~--
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-\~ -~ ~ ...... :. 
r,: , . .1.'...:.' ,• 
~ 
.1~ ·•' .. 
renponaoa, which the chlldrcn will r·•:tt:d. a.t~.,,_~.d. 
brothe~s 'broolt br~aktant 
~ br1gbt pJ.oaeant pleMe 
plastic plane pJ.a.y 
ptum plant1 Brotmeeo 
'bread bridso 
l. ln ta.n1111es there a.ro mothe.Nt» fnthera, 
t.11sters and to 
I 1 ·~~~~-----· 
':) A ne11 ,ponny is sh1ny Mel __ .... 
-· 
:3. Unbree.ltt.'.bla dishes are made Of_....._ .... 
.. -.... _...,. 
4· .. A purplf3 tru1t 1s a ........... .. ... .......... ~ 
5~ To m(a}ta tot\at, you need a tocst.er C'.n<l 
• '"" •ua n .............. _...• 
6., A l1ttle atr•et1.m of -wr..ter ie a 
.,...,.._._-... ............. 
7. SQibeone ~1M 19 he.ppy ie bright and .....,..........._.__....._....,. 
11 Your trip Will be fel.$ter it you trt~,veJ. by \,.) .. . 
9. It we have moro then enottgh, we h.n.ve ._ . .-.-·-·-·--
lO. 
li\. .. Cer$~.1. egca, milk. and tonst a.t'e good for ----·· 
12. Ut;':1 I have onot.her help ins 
" ... ··----~-
l.}. t~t.er aohool, children lilte to ...... -· -----~-· 
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Do ":.r:;"tt c~':i.:L1l'on :U.kc ;oi<n::ict;? 
t• .. ~---"""',&>;r-~·-··-.. - . 
-·-·-""'·-·· .............. ,_ ...... 
a;:Ll Cl!~:tlCL1."'Jt~11. J .. :}.lt::·.; p:l CTD. en\! ~ .. ,........._ ____ 
Cl'). ~iT i .. (; t. . ~. ''• _ .. . ~- .. ..· ..'.0 
..,...,..a,_.~--~--
chr\r.'C()8l 
.._.,_ .. _.._..._... __ , .... 
, ___ , ____ .. ,_ ..... ,.,. 
I-!cr~~:~e;(~ l::r:rsc11 ·~o c·l).0J2 ''lec;c;t, t\b-:tc.:~ ·.tc,~:~ c, s -~.:.:L~· <~; .• ~~-- : .. : c ... '1 . ..... 
---
I1e DD.:trJ. tt~ l:~·c .. ~ .. ·_ .. :_.:": ~--~·:: :~~·· .. ::;_·L ·:>~~ (':.~ .. · .. :::::-.~-
Cl1:1.1.JS \·;:'L t,11 tl1G 
----~f,.-
or chocolr:te cbJ.D coo1t1c:~ • 
..--_. ...... ,.-~-....... ~ . ...,of- .. ,_ 
Chr:..rles o.acid.eci. ti> choone choco:tot.e _,.. ~11 ... ,":"\ .. ,~ ,_:.,...{:.!. ~·J {; 
...-..-.. ~ •:.......,..;....----_... • J"' -------
\-rhile tho lit.t1e ch:tld?:on nl2.ycd Ch::e; 
- ... --.... -.... - ..... - ........ 
<;.·,··,•,rt 
._ .•... ,, 
(ft; ;~~J:"l.-~i :7_ (":;_~ 
,...._.,, ..... _,_,. ,_ ..... ,. ... ..- ........ ~ 
.. '"'"""'' ;;.'<. 
c~·:-:: (>C!~ ~~~ .:.; :\ 
__ • ._.,"'...,_~·-~~-.oil-·-.. 
·:· r· 
._,.,_, 
:Ct 1-~:-CU:!- F.J, t::b :J.··c"J1:1Ul"l1;.: ~ 
---.-.. -4\>.-...--....-... 
:;:·h.ct c-::·! :t-:-~.~~n~~~~~:·: :.·• ·· -.... _ ~~. :··~::·.\~} t,;_:-
...... •••'o ..... ~;. • ._ .... ~N.,. .. ~ ...... 
---
c 1 :t 5 .. ·:·~·: . ~- · rt-: _ 
- ---n.·.J.:,_,. ___ oF'_,_ 
------l~l1_s~::~:2£ rJJ-c.~.'"::,J 
picn1c ~::1.th ~i·:~ .. cj_~:. t,1-·.: ::~ c"~•(;.~~:: . .c:~:~-; 
......................................... 
l.r()~"";. -~· ·; ,... ·--.~ .... ... . 
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tho cC:c of o picture? 
~ 
:::·rr-..t..~ ... .....,.__.. ___ .,.. 
:(:1,?\,T 
.... ,... ......... 
:i~G 
-aN,.4r 
:e:::~c~t ____ ........ ._ 
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gl~~~.t 
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;:.. .. -z .. J .. 
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122 
frost they locko6 
.......... ~-.-~ ............ -.. -
123 
J. ;Jlwt. d.'t<l f.'I'."·nl: c~n1 Frr)(i M)~ng for c 3:11.-:\a!r.? 
l~. r:ou d.:\.6. r.·:;.~.z-,i.] 1 c .:no·thcr cook the fi;::h "'!or e·up}ot"l 
124 
res pongee, which. the childt•on t·r1ll read aloud .. 
Oheese f~aaze t1 .. o~e11 
trog trash cham)lon 
fruit el~oeolate c.hooe.o 
chipmu:nJc frost ·•"'~il':)no 
... A: '·.~· 
cho;) chuckers 
1. 1.\ d.niry food which ifl good in acndwiches i!'S ... ---· che<:;ac 
2. Necr tho pond~ you C'Hm hear the o»oalting 
no1ae of a frog 
3 .. Ort'nges, apple~. gro.pes Clnd bcntlltn.s <:tre ---· fru1t 
~~. One ot the r:rr:~rll ~n1mC!~O in the ~-;cofii:"j i a n ... __.._. <~hipmunk. 
5. A "t<roodemtm uoce o.n e.xe to ----... --·--· chop 
6. iihen the t.ll'eether is very ¢Old, wn.ter t·r11l i'reeze 
7. Vaget~blea thE-.t have Juat bt~en p1ek¢d !"l..l"'e ____ .. fresh 
8. Cocoa 1s mail.,;; tr1 th millt nnd 
.. -.... ... ..-...-• 
9. !n tb.e freezer tho food 1s covered v!ith. \·lhite _ ...___ . 
10. checkers 
11. roe 1n \l:cter which is 
------
frozer1 
12. 'file man 1r1ho "t·rins th~ cht:!mp1onsh:1p bmd.ng 
match :ls the 
_ .. _ ....... -----· ··------· 
chrmpion 
13. ;·Jh.en you see two de11cious ~:md:lea it is hr>.r·d to ___ • choose 
ll~~ She is ny ;:;lr-.ym['.te, my ne1(;hbo~, ~nd my ------· friend 
"' 
G~J.. .Jl~YU:li 
yard thirty children 
grocery plene clown 
i"lh1stle year thin 
Ci.-rop ground bro"ther 
clock WhD~e 
List the \·rorda on the challtboGt,..~. 
Cb11d tclentif1es e. word ha lmO'\tS e.nd uees it in a sentencet~ 
For example: 
Child: uzsr~. There are S\'tinga in my Xf;r9:,. II 
'I'onchcr: ''lrn~.t i.e the \';ord'l'' :~11 children respond. 
125 
" 
l1 r:~:~~~-:~~RN~ .. :r.~I ~~I" 
_ ... - ........ -~---..·-·~, .... ,.,. 
ahc.de :~>h.eop sl:j~ :r~·t 
Sht>dO\•T shact ohiv~r 
shr-ke aq.elf shoe 
Sh{!.ll shell shook 
ohro~low shepherd shoot 
ahcmpoo sherbet ehop 
shc.p~ aher1i'f' shore 
ah~re shine short 
shnrk shingle shoulder 
ohe..ve shiny shovel 
she ship 
1. ~·;hat cnimc:l t;i ves us uool? 
2. ~-~h~t moYes l<fi 'th you i·;hen you we.lk on a 
3 •• ,no.t's the wost irlportc...'l'lt thing you~ll naed if 
you 1 rn GOinG to ohovol SnO"il? 
4. ·.;het d.o you c.o tmen you ore yerz cold? 
5. ~111c.t ~)rotects c. turtle? 
6~ ;nwt is aoc_p for \':c.shing hd.r Cl:'lled? 



















\1l.DI'1"QOV EXFHCIC"'E L:r ~...-..:~~~ •• v : .. 
" 
shv.de sun sl·,.,..,. 
-
!~ 
shr.dow shut spell 
.' t _ .... 
-·-
crnck !!.~ ~111r:tnl:: 
-........--·-
!llo\t~r ShQl!lDOO 'f}D-lJC~-" 
ooolta !h_ape lJhonJ.der 
---.. ·~--
short nhr-re p1110tol 
-- --
sht:tV.Q school GhOO _....,.._ 
clook shi.,er f!J:te 
£lh1rt shell ccndy 
~ 








STO 11Y LI..§~ 
--
Sharon \'t1Sh wash 
she polish tmnsh1ne 
shopp1ns shine aho..des 
a hope shop shower 
a hoe shampoo a wish 
short 
~2!! 1a six yee.re old and !.hi is very excited. Tomorro·.-; 
1a the first dey of school for tlhcrgll -- Elm 1e a first e;r:.od~l"~ 
Todo.y, P.!}cro..n want .§!\10Q'Q1M w1 th her mother, to the .eho:Ppin.G center 
where there e.ro mr·ny shopp. 
'l'hey 1mnt to the ~ stot'e. .§he tr1t:~d on broim shoee, but 
they were too ,gtlgrt, "I m..!h I oould h~Ve red ~hog!l." acid She.ron. 
-
Next, Sh~ron ~nd hor mother went to ~ for acme s~tmEoR 
.~4--~ 
to ~ ,Sl1 . ."1"Q!!'a hrir eo 1t would w11n~ 11ke ~1.\naha,n§.. 
On the first dt>y of school, :.iother put the .PP.Cd(;}! up 1n 
§h.~rgn • e room end the &.1Jl1Sll1ne O(lma in. .2h£ron toolt eo_ .W.P;t·:E>:J:. 
f?h.§. \·u·sheq !'nd the tsater '·1ent gn;tp.sJJ.! 
that m~.de " !JJ.!~.a:n ,.,hen ilb§. "'clked .. 
She ".lUt o.n r 
-- .. 
§horon \·TPS rll ro~dy tor school. She knet·i Q.l}.Q. \·rould 11Ir.e 
first grtde! 
128 
l .. iihDt dil;, Zht'ron buy to \10E.lr on ber teet? 
2. \~'he,t does Ght'.ron use to shine her ehoea? 
L~. ~iht?t did Shflron naed to \'IE".Sh her ha1r? 
5. iihe.t !d.nd of lie;ht comes from tha eun? 
G. \jhct kept the sun. from cominc into Shr.ron' a room? 
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I. THE NEED FOR A GROUP TEST IN RJ<1ADING FOR THE FIRST GRADE 1 
II. STANDARDIZATION OF THE TEST 2 
III. DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 3 
IV. DIRECTIONS FOR ScoRING AND REcoRDING 4 
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I. THE ~ EED FOR A GROUP TEST IN READING FOR THE FIRST GRADE 
During the past three or four years the need for a simple group reading 
test for the first grade has become more and more urgent. A number of 
reading tests have been published, but few have been suitable for use below 
the second grade. Yet it is in the first grade that so many radical changes 
are being made in teaching procedure. 
Two forces, the increasing belief in the efficacy of the project method and 
the acceptance of the fact that provision must be made for individual dif-
ferences, are rapidly modifying the classroom organization, materials, 
and methods. Teachers are eager to know how these changes are affecting 
results in reading. How can this progress be evaluated objectively unless 
some tool is available to measure it? 1 
It is in the first grade that the initial steps are being taken in mastering 
that most fundamental of all school achievements, the ability to read. Yet 
how can a pupil's progress in these first stages of reading be determined 
scientifically without some measuring instrument? 
Furthermore, several schools which have adopted the plan of classifying 
pupils on the basis of intelligence plus achievement in school subjects, 
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have hesitated to begin their classification below the second grade because 
of the scarcity of reading tests for the younger pupils. 
All these facts show the need for a simple group test in reading for first 
grade. It was with the hope of meeting this need that the Detroit Word 
Recognition Test was constructed. 
II. STANDARDIZATION OF THE TEST 1 
The test consists of a series of forty words and phrases, with pictures to 
correspond. The pupils read a word or phrase, find the picture to match it, 
and draw a line from the word to the picture. On the front page of the test 
there is a practice exercise by means of which the children learn easily to take 
the test. The pictures and the marking activity make a strong appeal to 
little children. They take the test just as if it were a new game and usually 
ask if they may have the booklet to take home. This attitude is one which 
is rather difficult to get toward a test for such young children. It makes 
for greater reliability in results because interested children usually do their 
best. 
The material for the test has been selected with very great care. Two 
sources were utilized, Dr. Thorndike's Word Book and a study of the vocabu-
laries of ten widely used first readers. The words which occurred approxi-
mately fifty times or more in the first-reader list were checked with the first 
five hundred in Dr. Thorndike's list. Those common to both lists were 
selected. This insures, first, that all the words in the test are words that 
occur frequently in the children's books, and second, that no words are in-
cluded that are not essential to the reading vocabulary of the elementary 
school pupil. 
After the completion of this list, a few words such as " alone," " was," 
"be," etc., had to be eliminated because they could not be pictured or used 
in a descriptive phrase without ambiguity. The remaining words were 
clat3sified as nouns, verbs, prepositions, and modifiers, and arranged accord-
ing to their frequencies in the first-reader list. Each of these groups was 
divided into three sections. Section one, of each group, consisted of the 
words having the highest frequencies; section two, of those occurring less 
frequently; and section three, of the least common words. , , 
. The next step was to construct ten forms of the test which would be 
equivalent in difficulty in so far as frequency of occurrence determines dif-
ficulty. The procedure adopted was to assign arbitrarily, to each test form, 
a certain number of words from each section. For example, in every form of 
the test, fourteen words are used from section one of the noun list, eight from 
section two, and four from section three. In like manner, the verbs, prepo-
sitions, and modifiers were assigned. In every case more words were se-
lected from the first section (words having highest frequencies) than from the 
other two sections. Thus each form contains an equal number of easy 
words, such as" girl," "boy," "to," etc., which are common to every other 
1 See also" A First Grade Reading Test," by Eliza F. Oglesby, in the Journal of Educational Research 
for June, 19!l4. 
.. 
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form. The remaining words are not identical in the ten forms but are of 
approximately equal difficulty because they were selected from sections of 
words having the same frequencies. This plan makes it possible to con-
struct a variety of phrases without changing the difficulty to any appreciable 
extent. For example, the word " milk " is used alone and in such phrases 
as" a milk man,"" a can of milk,"" a girl drinking milk," etc. Such vari-
ety prevents memorization of any form of the test. 
The number of words used in the test and the variety of phrases obtained 
by using them in different combinations is evident in the following table : 
TABLE 1 
Number of words and phrases per form 40 
Total number of words per form 1~0 
Number of different words per form 63 
Total number of different words in all forms Ill 
Total number of different word and phrase groups 271 
Ill. DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
Prepare a test blank for each pupil by writing his name on the first page 
and entering any further data that are desired. 
Provide each pupil with a crayon (preferably black). 
Say to the pupils : " Here are some little picture books containing some 
of the words you have been learning. There is a book for each one of you. 
Leave your book on your desk just as I place it and do not look inside until 
I tell you to do so. We are going to play a game." 
Pass the tests, face up. If the pupils cannot write their names readily, 
the instructor should fill them in beforehand. If they can write, say : 
"Write your name on the top line." (Illustrate.) 
· Then say: "Look at the first word. What is it?" (Call on one child 
to tell. Do not have pupils answer in concert.) "Every one find the pic-
ture of the chair. Put your finger on it. Now watch while I draw a line 
from the word . to the picture." (Illustrate so that every one can see.) 
" Now you may all draw a line from the word ' chair ' to the picture of the 
chair." (See that every one has done this correctly.) Then say: "What 
is the next word? Find the picture of the baby. Draw a line from the 
word to the picture. Now draw a line from the next word to the right 
picture. Then the next and the next and the next. First read the word, 
then find the picture, then draw the line." Give any help necessary so 
that all pupils draw all six lines. 
When all have finished, say: "There are more words and pictures inside 
the book for you to mark all by yourselves. You are to mark every one 
you know. If you do not know a word, leave it and go right on to the next 
word ; when you finish one page, go right on to the next. Look up here at 
my book and see how many pages there. are for you to mark." (Children 
count "One, two, three.") 
" Let me see how many understand just what to do. If you do not know 
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a word, what will you do? " (Leave it and go right on.) " When you finish 
one page, what do you do?" (Go right on to the next.) 
"Ready! Turn to the next page and begin!" See that all begin in the 
right place. Allow exactly 4 minutes. Sit quietly in front of the room 
and give no additional help. At the end of four minutes say, "Stop! 
Close books! The game is over. You did very well." 
IV. DIRECTIONS FOR ScoRING AND REcoRDING 
Put a check mark after each word or phrase that is correctly joined to 
one picture. If lines are drawn from one word to two pictures or from two 
words to one picture, count both lines as wrong responses, even if one of the 
lines is drawn correctly. If a line is drawn to a correct portion of another 
picture, as from door (No.5 of Form A) to the door in the picture of the house, 
count the item as right. 
The score is the total number of correct responses. Count these and write 
the score in the space provided on the first page of the test. 
There is furnished in each package of tests a Class Record on which the 
scores of 50 pupils may be recorded. If these records are preserved, the 
scores of a second test may be entered on the same sheets. Th~ names of 
the pupils may be entered in alphabetical order, and after each pupil's name 
his age in years and months ; and his score in both the first and second tests 
may be entered. The column headed "Classification" is provided so 
that an entry may be made after each pupil's score designating the class 
to which he is assigned or for any similar purpose. 
V. NoRMS 
In Table ~ are given the median scores of Grades lB to SA at the begin-
ning and at the end of the term. In Table 8 are given the medians for each 
of three intelligence groups. Upper quartile (Q3) and lower quartile (Q1) 
scores are also given. Table 8 is read as follows : 
The lower quartile score of the X group (bright pupils) of Grade IB at 
the beginning of the term was~ points (75 per cent of this group made scores 
of~ or more); the median score of this group was 4 points, and the upper 
quartile score 6 points (25 per cent made scores of 6 or more). The lower 
quartile score of this group at the end of the term was 11 points; the median 
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TABLEs 
INTELLIGENCE 
BEGINNING OF TERM END OF TERM 
GRADE GROUP Ql Mdn Qa Ql Mdn Qa 
/ 1B 2 s 6 11 17 25 
1A 7 15 22 23 29 35 
X 2B 18 25 32 29 34 S8 
(Bright) 2A 26 S2 S7 S2 37 39 
SB 29 S5 S8 36 S8 39 
SA so S6 39 S7 S8 40 
1B 1 s 4 7 12 19 
1A 6 10 14 14 20 27 
y 2B 14 18 25 21 28 34 
(Normal) 2A 19 24 so 27 3S 38 
3B 24 30 36 32 S7 S9 
SA 26 ss 36 32 S7 S9 
1B 1 2 3 4 7 11 
1A 5 7 11 9 14 20 
z 2B 8 12 17 13 20 27 
(Dull) 2A 13 18 24 2S 29 35 
SB 18 25 S1 26 33 38 
3A !l5 32 36 28 34 38 
VI. DIRECTIONS FOR INTERPRETING AND UsrNG RESULTS 
A. To aid in grouping pupils. The modern school aims to provide for 
individual differences by classifying pupils into homogeneous groups so 
that they may be able to work together effectively. Three important bases 
for classification are used : first, mental tests ; second, educational tests ; 
and third, the teacher's judgment based on an intimate knowledge of the 
pupil's health, energy, aptitude, and social development. 
The Detroit Word Recognition Test may be used profitably in conjunc-
tion with one or more mental tests, as a basis for classifying first- and second-
grade pupils for work in reading. If the test is used as an inventory test 
at the beginning of a semester, it will be possible for a teacher to classify 
her pupils into three or more groups which may progress at different rates 
according to the children's abilities. 
Some intelligence examinations contain tests which measure abilities 
closely akin to those used in reading. Often a study of the child's responses 
to these tests is worth while, as well as a consideration of his total score. 
The tentative norms based on the achievement of X, Y, and Z groups in 
Detroit schools will aid in the selection of pupils for these grades. 
The test will serve to reveal, also, which of the entering first-grade pupils 
have made a beginning at home or in kindergarten in learning to read. 
These pupils may be grouped with a rapidly moving section and need not 
be held back with pupils who have had no experience in interpreting printed 
symbols. · 
Whether or not reading should be taught in the kindergarter?is a problem 
which is engaging the attention of many primary experts at the present 
.. 
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time. One way to answer this question is to experiment with a small group 
of children and see whether or not the results are worth the effort. The 
test will be of value in such an experiment to measure the gain made in 
word recognition. 
The advantage of being able to take an inventory of first- and second-
grade pupils' progress in word recognition at the very beginning of the se-
mester is great. Heretofore, many teachers have spent from three to six 
weeks in discovering through incidental means which pupils needed drill 
on their fundamental first-grade vocabulary and which were ready to pro-
gress to a higher stage in the reading process. By means of an initial test, 
the teacher may have this information at the beginning of the semester and 
may use it immediately to plan work that will meet the needs of each group. 
NoTE. No classification of pupils should be fixed and inflexible. The most carefully 
made groupings will need to be modified from time to time to take care of changes in the 
pupils' rates of development. 
B. To measure the effect of new reading methods or materials. Many 
supervisors and teachers are experimenting with new methods of teaching 
reading and need some means of evaluating their results scientifically. 
The Detroit Word Recognition Test provides one instrument for measuring 
progress in one of the elementary abilities involved in reading. 
One of the simplest ways in which to conduct an experiment to measure 
a new reading method is to use the "equivalent groups method." The 
essential element in this plan is that two groups of pupils be selected who 
are comparable in every factor which affects reading ability. One group 
uses the experimental method, and the other uses the conventional method 
with which the former is to be compared. These two groups are called 
the experimental and the control groups. Both groups are measured at 
the beginning and at the close of the experiment. A comparison of the 
improvement made by each group will serve to reveal which method is more 
effective. 
·C. To measure growth in word recognition. It is often advisable to 
measure pupils several times during an experiment in order that their 
rates of growth during succe~sive intervals may be determined. If alterna-
tive forms are used, pupils may be tested monthly without danger of the 
results being appreciably invalidated because of their memorizing the test. 
The test might be used to study differences in the growth curves in word 
recognition of pupils of high and of low intelligence; of pupils of foreigp 
birth versus those of American parentage; of pupils of normal health versus 
those in fresh-air rooms; of pupils having a certain type of supervision ver-
sus those not having it; etc. 
D. To stimulate pupils. Many teachers of special classes have found 
that their pupils were stimulated to greater effort in reading after making 
some attractive graph of their scores on this test. The fact that the test 
yields a single score makes it easy for the children to do this. The type ' 
of graph in which each child competes with his own past record- has been 
most successful. A class graph, of the pictorial type, upon which the child 
colors his new record, makes a decided appeal also. 
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E. To diagnose difficulties of poor readers in the third and fourth grades. 
Many pupils have special disabilities in reading on account of which they 
reach the third or fourth grade without gaining coritrol over the mechanics 
of reading. The Detroit Word Recognition Test may be used as an aid in 
diagnosing the difficulties of poor readers. If a third- or fourth-grade pupil 
earns a low score on this test, it is almost certain that he is hampered by 
defective vision or is having difficulty in making permanent associations 
between ideas and printed symbols. 
Remedial work for such cases is described in Dr. William S. Gray's 
"Remedial Cases in Reading: Their Diagnosis and Treatment"; Uni-
versity of Chicago, 1922. 
F. The Percentile Graph. It will be helpful in interpreting the scores 
of a class to draw a percentile curve to represent the distribution of scores 
on a percentile graph. 1 A percentile curve shows at a glance the median 
score of the class, the percentile rank of any pupil among the members of 
the class, etc. Curves representing the scores of two or more classes may 
be drawn on the same graph and conveniently compared. 
VII. STATISTICAL l\fEASURES OF THE TEST 
A. Validity. One responsibility which every test maker must assume 
is that of determining to what extent his test is valid; that is, to what de-
gree it measures what it is supposed to measure. The specific problem in 
this case was to discover whether or not the test yielded a valid measure of 
the pupil's ability to recognize common words. One way of determining 
validity is by correlation with some valid criteria outside the test itself. 
In this test it was also necessary to study the effect of the pictures used. 
· - In order to determine whether or not the pictures used in the test were 
adequate, representative Bl, Al, B2, and A2 pupils were tested on the pic-
tures alone, without any reading being involved. First, they were asked 
to tell what each picture represented. For example, the examiner would 
say, " What is this? " pointing to the picture of the boy. In every case in 
which the child's response differed from tlie words used in the test, a record 
was made of the exact words which he said. A tabulation was made of the 
different responses for each picture, and all pictures which did not represent 
clearly what they were designed to represent were redrawn. 
Some of the pictures, which seemed very clear irom an adult point of 
view, were misleading to the children. For example, in Form B the phrase 
"a boy walking down a hill" is used. Several children insisted that the 
illustration was a picture of a boy going fishing. After careful study and 
a good deal of questioning, it was discovered finally that the sky line in the 
picture was drawn through the boy's hand. The children interpreted this 
line as a fishing rod. The picture was redrawn, after which there was no 
more difficulty. 
The pupils were asked also to find the pictures when the examiner read 
orally the corresponding word or phrase group. Since this .response is 
1 The Universal Percentile Graph is suitable for this purpose. Published by World Book Company 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York. 
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exactly what is required in the test with the reading difficulty removed, it 
was very interesting to find that out of 1~00 responses, only 8 were incorrect. 
84 per cent of the pupils tested in this way found every item correctly; 6 
per cent found 39 out of 40 correctly; 10 per cent found 38 out of 40; 
none found less than 38. From these two studies it is believed that the 
pictures are adequate in the final forms of the test and that variations due 
to misinterpretation of the pictures will be practically negligible. 
As an additional measure of the validity of the test, the correlation was 
found between scores and the teachers' estimates of pupils' ability in word 
recognition. This correlation was found to be .74, which shows that the 
test measures very much the same ability that teachers have in mind as 
ability in word recognition. 
From these data it is evident that the test is a valid test of word recogni-
tion. 
As a matter of interest the correlation was found between scores in the 
Detroit Word Recognition Test and scores in the Haggerty Reading 
Examination, Sigma 1, in the case of 65 pupils in Grades 1 and ~- The 
coefficient was .83 ± .04. 
B. Reliability. Reliability means the amount of agreement between 
results secured from two or more applications of a test to the same pupils. 
One measure of reliability is the coefficient of correlation between two scores 
of the same pupils in two forms of the test. 
This measure of reliability has been found in two ways : first by finding 
the correlation between two complete forms of the test, and second by 
finding the correlation between the two halves of a single test, letting the 
odd-numb"ered items be one half and the even-numbered items the other 
half. In the first case the coefficients were .86, .77, .72, and .5~, for Grades 
1B, 1A, ~B. and ~A, respectively. For these grades the coefficients of 
correlation between two halves of the same test were, respectively, .95, 
.93, .84, and .96. It will be seen that these coefficients are much higher than 
the first, even though half of a test is necessarily less reliable than the whole 
test. Therefore, the lack of agreement between scores in the two adminis-
trations of the whole test which were given a day apart cannot be attributed 
to unreliability of the test and must be due, therefore, to the fact that little 
children vary greatly from day to day in their ability to concentrate, in 
the quality of their attention, interest, etc. 
C. Equality of forms. Investigation showed all forms to be exactly 
equal in difficulty. 
D. Practice effect. The practice effect when the second test is given 
one day after the first is estimated as follows : 
At the 1B level about ~ words 
At the 1A level about 3 words 
At the ~B level about 4 words 
At the ~A level about 6 words 
L 
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a white horse 
15 
a black horse 
16 
two big balls 
17 
three little balls 
18 
a bird's house 
19 
a house on a hill 
20 
a father bear 
21 
a mother bear 
a mother 
making a bed 
22 
23 
a bird sleeping 
a bird flying 
.over a tree 
some apples 





on the ground 
27 
a boy \Vith some 
bread and milk 
28 
[8] 




a boy playing 
in the rain 
2fl 
a girl running 
into a house 
a girl running 
up a hill 
a girl running 
down a hill 
some leaves 
on a tree 
some leaves 
under a tree 
a boy going 







a boy buying a 
can of corn 
36 
a father telling his 
little girl to come 
37 
a bird eating corn 
38 
a bird singing 
to her little ones 
39 
a girl giving her 
bird some water 
40 
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tree 1 J'"J "',I.. 1 
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l /f~ j l -~ j a black bear 
- I w 




l ~ J l ~ j one big ball 
18 
··, I ..,. I mother r ~ l ; r j l two little balls 
19 
king I -·-· I I I 11 m 0 I a can of corn 
20 
bird 1 ll&m,ld 1 1 1 -.. 1 1 a boy eating corn 
I /:iXW'lk'\J/1' __.// 1 21 
house ' l j ( [ ~ j a milk man 
23 
father l ~ j l l a fire man ~ .~ ~-~ 
door I \Ill& 1 ,~\11 1 ~ 1 ~ a boy maktng -~ 
10 a fire 
- ( ~ 
G &g children a hou~e for a r ~ ·· K 11 btrd 25 K MILK bed / a bird sleeping 
12 -< tn a tree 
- 26 
~ milk ~ a bird flying over _____ 13 . .. an apple tree 27 horse [· a bird under 
14 \ ··- - -~""' \ • r IY I an apple tree 28 
Ut] i [3] 
a girl going 
into a house 
a girl buying 
some bread 
some leaves 











a father with his 
three children 
34 
a girl telling a 
boy to come 
35 
a boy walking 
in the rain 
36 
a boy walking 
up a hill 
37 
a boy walking 
down a hill 
38 
a mother singing 
to her little girl 
39 
a mother giving 
her little girl 
some water 40 
[ 4] 
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Directions for Scoring Vocabulary Test 
1. Prepare a scoring sheet. 
2. Put a check mark on each correctly circled word. 
text, check each word correctly left unmarked. 
Note the number of correct and incorrect res-
ponses for each item. 
3. The score is the total number of correct responses. 
As a check, add. the correct and incorrect responses. 
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